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of such angelic characters as Burk- hardt E. C. de Baca, Frank Manza-nareJr., and the most glorious of
them all, Pas Valverde. What would
Saint Peter say?; I will not under
take to answer. !Let us leave It to
A
the people to decide.
The republican party in the state
and in the nation as exemplified by
that great statesman, William H,
Taft, stands for the ideals that are
conducive to happiness, prosperity
and progress. It is the party that EXHIBITION CLOSED ITS DOORS tVJttllfMG OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL PRESIDENT
TAFT MAKES THIS
SATURDAY
NIGHT . AFTER
keeps peace with the spirit of the
PRESIDENT, GOV. NOEL AND
ASSERTION IN SPEECH AT
times- - that believes in the expansion
THREE BIG DAYS.
8TRIKER3 UNAVAILING
BELLINGHAM
oi territory, ideas, . industry and
the
beis
homes.
It
which
party
say. blessed is the man that tills the
lieves in a stable, conservative gov ATHLETICS ARE INTERESTING STRIKE IN SOUTH
soil. He is doing more for your coun
CONTINUES LETS PEOPLE
INTO SECRET
ernment It is the party that framed
try than anyone else In the shape of
the constitution, pronounced by no
developing its resources and.lt Is
"RED" GALLEGOS SUCCEEDED IN IT WAS HOPED THAT gfllWE AC-SAID THIS WAS FIRST
from this source that you may expect less a critic than William H. Taft, as
PUBLIC
RIDING AKERS' BIG BULL;
one of the best documents adopted by
TION WOULD BE TAKEN TO
in the future a greater Las Vegas
ANNOUNCEMENT
COM-- !
OF
any of the states of the union. The
WILD WEST STUNTS
.
END THE TROUBLE
and San Miguel county.
PLETION BEFORE 1915
Honor has been conferred upon me party responsible for the framing of
constitution can well be trusted
that
by being chosen as the republican
with the reins of the new state. The FARMERS WERE ENTHUSIASTIC QUIET PREVAILS IN
WEST ON LAST
nominee for 'governor.
will not reverse their verdict
people
LEGJFVOYAGE,r
, The
Importance of this campaign of 18,000
majority.
Ib not confined to the immediate re
THE EXHIBITION WAS SO SUCESS- - MEN AT EL PA8Q ARE
WORKING; PRESIDENT, SOON WILL
They say we should have an eas
BEGIM
suit of this election. The outcome of
FUL IT WILL BECOME AN
IN SAN FRANCISCO THEY ARE
THE RETURN JOURNEY TO
this election to a great degree will ily amended constitution. The blue
ANNUAL AFFAIR
DEMANDING THEIR PAY
settle the future policies of this state. ballot, as drafted, means that the
THE WHITE HOUSE.
constitution may not only be amend-- ?
not
Measures,
men, are the vital ed but
.
.
t
0
abolished.
ottmruay mgnt concluded one of
questions. Men come and go, but
miss., uct y. The con
Be'lingham, Wash., Oct 9. Presi
The new state needs capital for the most successful
measures and principles are ever livagricultural fairs ference here today between President dent Taft
the development of its resources. ever held in the Meadow
predicted here today that
City, and Markham of the Illinois Central rail the Panama
ing issues. Mud slinging, personal
is
canal would be ready for
Men
timid.
Capital
will
the
naturally
continuance
of
the
abuse and villiflcation are not argupioject every road, oovernor Noel of Mississippi use.
1913.
not invest money unless a stable gov1,
July
ear
nas
been assured by th intLu- - and the strike leaders
ment, and' whenever restored to It is
adjourned with- "The canal," he said, "is the great- ernment is
They must slasm with which the farme-- s of this out
prima facia evidence of weakness. know at the guaranteed.
at
arriving
any agreement,
est
of
time
constructive work since the beginthe
investment
bcvuvu 4jH.111c1ya1.ea
The
in ".ne exhlbi
or set of men, wno seek
that
the
of the Christian era.
conditions
then
ning
CLANCY MAKES CONCLUSIVE ARGUMENT to setparty,
tion
prevailing
and
manner
the
m
v:blch ihe
up as their paramount claim
Men Demand Pay
are likely to continue.
"If nothing untoward happens," said
.
merchants of Las Vegas nsj'stod iho
for recognition a "holyier than thou"
San Francisco, Oct. 9. A large Mr.
If our
constitution should be fair association.
Taft, "you can count on that can
dry, their white
winged, angelic amended, let the people of New Mex
number of striking shopmen have call- al on
1, 1913. It's been promised
Farmers
from
side
came
into
every
testified
to
and
admitted
qualities
by ico
ed for their pay in response to a for July
one
suitable
prepare
their
(to
the
1,
1915, but I'll let. you Into
Meadow
July
Candidate for Attorney-Gener- al
Shows
dtp to place exhibits notice sent out by H. J. Small, su the
New themselves, can only be accepted as needs without the assistance of con- - at the
little
secret
when I tell you, you
and
armory
evidence
conclusive
every
department
that the unholy
Be Republican From the First; Frank v j
power of the maysee the first
gress. Let us not encourage as a part was filled with the choicest of pro perintendent!! motive
v
ship go through that
of
the
of
disHttle
'
coterie
(alliance
Southern Pacific.
"
canal in July. 1913."
r
appointed office seekers, calling them- vi uui guvci uiiiouicii system a uuo ducts. That the Boil will furnish
Springer Addresses Audience and Holds
Leavlng here at: noon today Mr.
selves republicans and democrats, trlne of, agitation and unrest, but nourishment for all kinds of vege
Trouble Over at El Paso
J
Taft struck south again on the homeSpellbound With
have sacrificed principle for place. rather -of stability, industry and tables and grains was proved by the
El Paso, Oct, 9. "We have more ward
thrift
exhibitions of farm products.
leg of his long trip. Belling- In
'
Based Upon Facts
I feel that I am talking to an audi- most cases it was noted that the dis- men at work In our shops than when ham Is the nearest point to the Canasoul for a commission In the British
ence here totyight that treoresenits plays were grown on dry farms. To the strike was called," said Cy S. dian line mentioned In the trips schedarmy and then failed to receive it, the substantialu
business Interests of distinguish the difference between Ir- Waid, superintendent of the Southern uled and Is close to the northwestern
'
they have betrayed the party to New Mexico. Las
V
Vegas has - long rigation and dry , farm products it Pacific here, today.
top of the United States. From Bel- An ovation that augurs well for the dealt with the subject in no uncer- which they pretended allegiance, In
"So
we'
been-notefor
as
are
concerned
for
here, llnghamt the president' goes back to:
and
thrift.
was necessary to label the exhibits.
jta -energy
success of the republican ticket tain manner. He- characterized as consideration of a petty mess of potFor years It was- the distributing Farmers from within a-- radius of the strike Is over," he declared.
the capital by way
Oregon and
throughout the new state of New Mex- "muck rakers" those who sought to tage. In j.ri ttenrut;.Jvttf;v this
for all easfoe New Mexico be- 60 miles were present and were en
point
California with a run north from Salt
ico at the coming election was' ten besmirch his' good name for political unholy hatter which, has' "brought
tween the Santa Fe railroad and the thusiastic at being given a chance to
Lake City into Montana.'the "middle
dered Saturday evening at the Dun-'-l purposes. Then he completely dis- forth the birth of a mongrel ticket
Texas line. A few years ago tha display their products and show the BERGDOLL, AN AMATEUR
northwest, but according to existing
can opera house to the leader of proved the derogatory statements a little click, a few sore heads,
Rock Island By stem was built through citizens and visitors in the city what
plans the westward part of the voyage
in their past and present eastern New Mexico, which has cut
that ticket, H. O. Bursum, candidate concerning his career as superintend
'
is over here.
of, grain and vegetables they
quality
AUTO
WINS
RACE
FAST
to
Burent of the territorial penitentiary. political fortunes, have attempted
for governor. Sharing with Mr.
off the advantages which formerly be- were able to raise by dry farming
the
had
usual
Belllngham
program
sum the honors heaped upon him hy Mr. Bursum accomplished this by re- cast odium on the republican nom longed to Las Vegas of being, the dis- methods.
for the president, including breakfast
the people of the county of San Mi- ferring! to the court (records. He inee for governor. They say that he tributing center of all that territory,
BROKEN TN with the chamber of commerce, an
Products that heretofore have not SEVERAL RECORDS
guel was Frank W. Clancy, of Albu- showed that he had invited the clos- has been a bad superintendent of the but Las Vegas rallied to the neces- been attempted on land without irROAD CONTEST AT PHILA-- automobile ride through the city and
querque, candidate for attorney gen- est inspection of his record and that penitentiary, and by inuendo, seek sity of the occasion, and through the rigation were shown at the fair and
DELPHIA
a
speech. Between this city and
eral, and Frank Springer, whom the Investigation had resulted in his to intimate that thj records of that Las Vegas Grant board, a contract the quality of all of these exhibits
where Mr. Taft expects to
Seattle,
that
been
have
institution
destroyed;
"home folk" always enjoy to hear up- complete vindication.
fias been made with the Camflelrl showed the dry farming methods to
9. Wi(h half of spend tihe night, he will make several
Oct.
Philadelphia,
seeking this election as a vlndt- company to construct the Camfield be entirely successful.
on every occasion when he mounts
Mr. Clancy's remarks were In re- - j"?
the 802 half mile automobile road stops.
cation.
citizens,
Now, my fellow
Imand
the
ballot"
to
the platform to address them.
"blue
the
Not only was the fair a success in race in Falrmount park today finished,
gard
dam, which will irrigate 18,000 acres
It was the higgest outpouring of portance of establishing a republican these charges were .made several of land, and provide nine hundred
the way of being a boost for the land Erwln Bergdoll, a physical amateur
voters that has ever occurred in Las set of officers in the new state at years, ago. I answered them through
farmB which will add that many and farmers of this community, but driver, was leading
by a good margin.
This Is saying a great deal, the very beginning that it might con- the only tribunal through which all additional homes. ' This is only a it was. a success financially. The
"Vegas.
He
twice
lowered
record for the
the
as In the many territorial campaigns, tinue in the republican column. Mr. (such controversies are settled, by starter. Let the world know that we
on finances was unable to see course and then
his lowest
equalled
of
an
for
suit
"old"
adjudication
of
now a part of th history
are a thrifty, honest, energetic, con- all of the merchants but those whom figures of the day. His average time
Springer presented an eloquent and bringing
under
ARE EXAMINED
New Mexico the people of this city legical argument against the pro- the affairs of the penitentiary
servative people, and you will have they saw gave generously for the for the first half of the race .was
and county have always taken an posed amendment to the state con- my tenure of office, before the district no trouble in securing aid to develop premiums and other expenses con- 63
miles an hour.
The decision
active, interest.
tracted in making the fair a success.
stitution. The effort of Mr. Springer court of this territory.
your marvelous resources.
.
Mulford, by a great spurt on
on
file
Ralph
record
Is
of
".
a matter
public
The Opera nouse was patiieu num on this occasion was a masterpiece
There is now projected a railroad Thousands of persons went to the the fourteenth
dislap, shot past Bergdoll FIRST VENIREMEN DRAWN. TO
of
clerk
the
the
of
at
office
the
the
of
row
rear
Ib showed a depth of thought and a
orchestra pit to the
from Kansas to Colmor, Mora county, armory to see the displays. With the and flew
stand first On the
DAY; TRIAL SET , TO BE
the
records
no
were
past
balcony. For several- minutes before breadth of Investigation Into condi- trict court. There
via Las Vegas to Fort Sumner, which admission fees and the money do- fifteenth
the
took
no
was
again
Bergdoll
money
There
OPENED WEDNESDAY
lap
the
of
the time set for the opening
would again make Las Vegas the dis- nated by the merchants the commit
tions which are now vexing not only destroyed.
lead.
no eviwas
There
due.
to
found
be
in
were
New
;standi(ng
entire
persons
eastern
center for
New Mexico but the
country
meeting
tee in charge of the fair will be in a
Both Bergdoll and Mulford stopped
and tributing
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct 9. By
the aisles In the rear of the big audi- that instantly commanded a resvact dence of graft or extravagance, conMexico. It would make It the nat position to pay off bills and have
to
for
the
I challenge any proof
supplies for the first time close to agreement today, the
To
in
torium.
for shops.
fan.
left to start another
ful hearing. The address was,
ural headquarters
money
enough
When Mr. Bursum entered the hall a classic. The republican state cen- trary. The territory was represented bring this project to an actual real annual exhibition when next fall the finish of the seventeenth lap and of Attorney John R. Harrignton, ' of
Wlshart took! the lead. The four lead- counsel for the McNamaras, before
there was a cry of "There's Bursum." tral committee has procured the man- by its attorney general. The United ization, capital Is necessary, confi rolls around.
was
of the 17th lap were: the
some
represented
Bursumv'
States
government
"Hurrah for
yelled
A large crowd enjoyed the athletic ers at the end
dence In the stability of the stata
judge was postponed for resetting,
uscript and will use it as a text dui-ln- g
counsel. Before a decision
134.18; Bergdoll, This was done to
Mercedes,
Wlshart,
special
by
enthusiastic republican. The entire
Is an essential necessity, events that concluded the last aftthe campaign.
government
permit Attorneys
was rendered, the presiding judge
audience took up the cry" and there
order to permit the securing at ernoon of the exhibition. A large Benz, 134.48; Mulford, Lozier, 135.19; Darrow and his associates and District
in
was called to order
The
meeting
137.35.
asked in open court, if any person
was much shouting and stamping of
.
number of competitors entered Into Zengle, National,
Attorney Fredericks to attend the
by Charles A. Spless, who Introduce! within the hearing of the court had funds upon the securities.
.
is
much
ballot
and
furnished
contests
blue
feet
the
the
I concede that
examination of the first venire : of
Jefferson Raynolds as chairman for
to offer why judgment
Those who attended the meeting
not a partisan question and must be amusement for the attending crowds.
a any objection rendered In
Mr. Raynolds mad
jurymen for the McNamara trial.
should not be
my behalf determined
Vere well repaid for so doing. They the evening.
Individual voter T. A. Akers' famous bull was con- FOUR KEN 'PERISH IN
each
Mr.
One hundred and twenty-fiv-e
citi
by
before
address
brief
Introducing.
subheard from the lips of leading men of Bursum, who addressed the essern to state them. The decision was
for himself, but yet, I cannot refrain quered for the first time by "Red"
zens of Los Angeles county, (from
was
taken.
No
to
appeal
appeal.
ject
the republican party a straightfor- blage in the following language:
from warning your people who would Gallegos, a cow puncher from one of
MINE EXPLOSION among whom may be called the; 12
The investigation was carried on in
ward declaration of what can be exdesire to see New Mexico develop her the neighboring ranches, who Is a
men to pass upon the guilt or inno
Address.
In
Bursum
The
at
the
capitol building
public
pected It that party is placed In powresources to the greatest state of Las Vegas boy. "Red" was game,
cence of John J. and. James B. Mc
or
more.
six
months
and
ladies
for
Fe
Mr.
Santa
gent'o
Chairman,
election.
state
Every
er at the first
of the danger of adopting and though he "grabbed leather," he ACCIDENT OCCURRED IN HEART Namara in the Los .Angeles Times
men and fellow) citizens, your distinIf these industrous angels were efficiency,
Let us not adopt stuck to the saddle through all of
phase of the campaign was taken up
ballot
the
blue
now
OF NEW YORK CITY; CRIMdynamiting case, gathered today in
and dealt with fearlessly. So many guished chairman has said that I will as disappointed then as thy are
to create dis the strenuous efforts of the bull to
calculated
measure
any
the new court room of Judge Walter
were
Mexico.
November
7,
New
will
of
after
and
be
INAL CARELESSNESS
conclusive reasons for support of be the next governor
trust as to the permanency of our throw him. As a reward the citizens
.
Bondwell.
of
why
consent
in
You
any
proof,
have
that
my
were
possession
ticket
they
given
the republican
The republican interested in the event made up a
policy.
governmental
citimen
first
didn't
venire
The
constituted
the
it?
not
substantial
so
did they
They
present
"many
it was clearly demonstrated that any Seeing
New York, Oct. 9. Four men were
party looks with a spirt of friend purse of $10 to reward the plucky
Mcvoter having the welfare of the new zens throughout this gathering Mid have it, they can't produce it, be ship toward the Interests of both cap youth. The Hackenschmidt of the killed and six others injured today In to be summoned as Jurors in the
to
la
to
trial
scheduled
which
Namara
was
and
produce,
nothing
intelligent cause there
state uppermost in his mind can, do so many beautiful
Meadow City, William Tellier, met an explosion of dynamite sixty feet
ital and labor. .
drunken
bum
were
next
a
manufactured
indeed
reit
unless
makes
They
begin
Wednesday.
pleasby
great
vote
for
the
ladles,
nothing! other than
I believe their interests are identi and conquered several comers In the underground in a shaft under Central
called by Judge Bordwell to enable
7.
ure for me to have this opportunity experts hired for a price., I have
publican nominees on November
cal
and mutual. The prosperity or wrestling ring and that he won prize Park, where they were working on
to
No
defend.
to
court to excuse those who for or
this
here
apologies
evening:.
the
with
of
you
condidates
the
nothing
being
The ovation given
both depends upon an equitable deal there Is no doubt
the aqueduct for the Catsklll water
horticultural
reasons may be unable to act
make for my administration of the
visited
I
which
your
in
today
dinary
of
they
the
'
the
In
sptrit
Aside from these attractions there system.
is typical
between them as a
were
The names of the veniremenwill be received by the people in all and agricultural fair, also wt'aessed penitentiary nor in any other public great' industrial life of the country,
races and other
foot
were
races,
were
men
labor
all
pony
Italian
The dead
mane ever some wrestling matches and a tug or private capacity, and I do not In
secret.
No
Mexico.
.
kept
celebra-oinof
New
seen
at such a
parts
ers. Michael Kearney, foreman of
I believe in the square deal be- sports usually
aua-- " of war.
I saw your exhibits and I tend to permit that the real Issues
All were Interesting and well the gang, who was seriously injured,
opened his campaign under more
corporathe
and
nubile
tween
the
be
blinded
shall
by
of this campaign
A full list of the
worth witnessing
picious circumstances than did Mr. congratulate you upon the spler.dil
and John W. Martin, night superinshowing that San Miguel county has a lot of concocted slush, hatched up
Bursum.
"PROCESS" RIPENING PROHIBITED
will be published
awarded
premiums
1
tendent, were arrested on charges of
of
disappointed po
by a little coterie
(Continued on Page Two).
Mr. Bursum, In opening his address, made of the products of the farm.
comcan
association
as
soon
as
the
Washington, Oct 9. The departcriminal negligence.
to cover up the unsecreIt"
congratulated the people of San Mi- was impressed at seeing wheat thre litical hypocrites
William
ment
of agriculture has prepared for
Shillinglaw,
plete
holv alliance in seeking to justify a
of the Business Men's associaconfiscation of any shipments of
guel county upon the remarkable pro- feet high well filled with grain, heavy
the
tary
for pottage.
MINE ACCIDENT
DISASTROUS
WHO'S WASTING MATERIAL?
gress being made by the dry farmers and sound; the finest oats that I have sacrifice of principle
tion, has been employed by the Fair
unripe oranges or other unripe fruit
The opposition ticket has been misB.
Oct 9. Ten men from Florida. Secretary Wilson, who
In this community and npon the many ever seen; pumpkins and beets nnd
Victoria,
9 A discrepan association to settle up the affairs
C,
Oct
Washington,
offevidences of present prosperity and most every other thing that is raised named. I understand it is to be
of the exhibition and all bills against vi ere killed and othera injured by a baa been in'commrulcation with the
cy of over $3,288,271 between the ma
as
democratic
I
the
known
had
on
indeed,
fertile
icially
on
he
farm
a.
soil;
which
future development
the association should be sent to him cavein at a Canadian northwestern Florida agricultural authorities," an.
seen upon every hand during the thought for a while that I was not ticket and its platform Is all "holler terial on hand and that called for by for settlement.
construction camp near Colwood, nounced today th? any attempts to
me the books of the Washington navy
short time he had been in Las Vegas. in Las Vegas, but that I had come than thou" men. Now, it seems to
A list of the premiums awarded In southeast of Vancouver today.
ship artificially rinened fruit out of
The speaker, referring to the charges to the state of Iowa where lani Is that the proper name for the ticket
was shown by the inventory the athletic events is as follows:
yard
Florida or to ""pi"xiess unripe fruit
of
"Ticket
brought against him by disgruntled worth $150 per acre. And they tell should have been the
of that yard just completed, according
DD. Cleveland left this afternoon on its Journey ic 're north would be
C.
the
terbeen
have
presentation
Imagine
of
the
Angels."
me that these products
politicians In some parts
the signal for government activity.
.
for Santa Fe. ,
(Continued on Page Eight)
I bv the arch angel for classification to Secretary of the Navy Meyer.
ritory, notably Bernalillo county, raised by the dry farm process.
1
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IS

republican leader given
a Magnificent ovation by
the county of san miguel
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Outlines the Principles for

1

Which He Stands
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HOW TO TREAT

exercising the most strenuous func
fA
tions of citizenship; with Its imperBY
SOUNDED
fections, if you please, but full of
The proper way the only
keen and
human natto treat an old sore
way
ure; an institution which, with all
(Continued From Page One)
Not by
its
is a fair reflection is to destroy Us source.
of the average organized "actions of dangerous surgical operations or
tlons. A policy which will permit
free, men in their economic and po- irritating,
drawing" plasters, bat
.both to live and transact business.
litical affairs, the world over.
I believe In the policy of protectby Nature's true method of purify'
tAnd so the convention named its
the blood and Ailing the circu
ing those employes who are engaged
and put forth its decla- big
candidates,
men
those
in hazardous occupations,
with rich, nourishing proper-tie- s;
lation
inwho are the soldiers of industry; the ration of principles, upon which it
the cure will be natural
then
man behind the gun; the men who vites the suffrage of the people at the
We can easily underand
election.
advent
The
the
of
lasting.
make Is possible for the public to ride coming
how
new
finds
in the blood
stand
state
com-orthe
t;
party
republican
impurities
and
in Pullman cars with ease
the men who make it opssible to In control of its affairs, In every de- will infect some weak point on our
carry on the gigantic traffic and com- partment. And with one or two brief bodies, and by continually dismerce all over this broad land. Interruptions, It has controlled the lo- charging impurities into it keep the
should and ought to be protected by cal government of New Mexico, for
and inflamed until a
a law which will guarantee to those upwards of 40 years. Of most of this place open
ulcer
Here Is Las Vegas' most extensive and authoritative assembly of correct feminine apparel for Fall and
chronic
is formed. Nothing
I
have been myself a witness. When
dependent upon them, and their chil
Winter.
J
dren, that they may be enabled to I came here, the territory was a part then is so sure to produce a cure
live, educate and school their chil of the primitive frontier. There was of these old sores as S. S. S. This
All of the beautiful new models, patterns and colors are here in readiness to greet the new season all
dren without being dependent upon r.o railroad within 80 miles of its bor medicine is Nature's perfect blood
refreshingly new, all delightfully distinctive and yet thoroughly practical.
the charity of the public in case of ders. It was encompassed on two remedy, composed of the most heal
fashion Information
This showing is of great value and interest to every woman, for it brings first-hanaccident or injury to the head of the sides by Indians In a state of periodic
ing and at the same time the most
have
should
we
now or later on.
do
for
To
even
whose
either
this,
the
correct
ravages,
for
of
Fall
and
hostility,
selection
Winter apparel,
that is indispensable
family..
satisfactory
and blood-purifyipenetrating
insuran insurance law, compulsory
years afterwards, extended almost to
season-w- hile
It removes every par'
There is, furthermore, a great deal of satisfaction In choosing at the very beginning, of the
ance. Place the burden where it be the center of the territory, leaving a properties.
assortments are absolutely new, fresh and unbroken and when prices are as low as ours.
longs. Let it be a part of the fixed trail of barbarous cruelties for which tide of impurity or morbid matter
Provide
the
of
the
assists
from
and
corporation.
never
been
has
charges
the southern Apache
circulation,
...
nature in the increasing of healthful,
that recovery can be made without surpassed.
Permit us to introduce you to these new arrivals
in
blood.
the
nutritious
the necessity of employing counsel
corpuscles
The reclamation of the fair domain
S. S. makes pure blood, and pure
and without delay.
from the hands of savages, and from S.
nowwhile they are at their best. .
I believe that the land of the coun- the name of "desert' by which it was blood is Nature's unfailing' cure for
old
an
old
Sufferer
sores.
with
Every
to
protry is here to be1 utilized
known in the geographies of our sore should use S. S. S., because it
V.1
create ium.ii.uib
Viae nomes ana
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deliver the pistol to the authorities. making me tremble so excessively
are and the sons of those who fell, as they to the Instrument
ia ,to secure this that constitutions
At the station she explained the ob that I could not do my work while
now
In
by
So
states,
was
ot
constitution
take
and
the
the
the
part
glories
signed
ordained by enlightened
un
and march proudly under Its sent out to the states for ratificlation. ject of her visit and produced the they lasted; my sleep left me and I
which the fundamental principles,
are
in their hearts that the And then it was found that not One gun. The lieutenant at the desk prick passed long nights in restless discomknow
flag,
der which they shall be governed,
and
that ever happened of the opposing theories had entirely ed up his ears, when he heard the fort. I was filled with a nervous
guaranteed.
greatest
blessing
declared
otemnly
Did dread as to the future.
to their own fair south, though sadly prevailed, and that the final result, woman's story and saw the gun.
Such a constitution is a compact
In
her
posseshave
the
"A friend suggested that poslsbly
she
weapon
solemn agreement upon which the disguised at the time, was the defeat just as it was in New Mexico, was a sion without a
did
not'
she
or
tea
and coffee were to blame, and I
permit,
of the cause for which they so bravely compromise of conflicting views. And
state invites the people from outside
not have a permit decided to give them' up, and in castdid
she
ea-- i
pbviously
exas
of
the
here,
then,
partisans
fought.
her borders to Invest their capital,
and had therefore violated the law. ing about for a hot table beverage,
tablish their enterprises, and make Thus we see, that although we may treme views which had not been When the old colored woman was in which I felt was an absolute necesassures
and
vindictive
be earnest and sincere, and capable adopted waged bitter
their homes within it; and It
which in our enthusiasm of the greatest war against its ratlfcation. ' Personal formed that she was arrested for vio- sity, I was led by good fortune'' to try
them that the conditions upon
ex- Postum.
i
not be light- deeds, it does not always follow that pique, pride of opinion, state jealou- lating the Sullivan law, she gave
they are so Invited shall
"For more than a year I have used
to her opinion of that law In
pression
declarasinisof
accusations
and
sies,
corrupt
the projects we embrace are the best
Under these
and expect bo
ly disturbed.
Invoked to de- language more forcible than elegant it three times a day
tions and guarantees, and within their things for us; and the most firm ter motives were all
has it done me, to conmuch
block.
good
heard
a
loud
to
be
and
enough
two
was
the
feat
and
it
it;
only after
opinions upon the greatest questions,
limitations, laws are passed by
tinue its use during the rest of my
constitution which seem to us impossible of con- years of hitter controversy of this kind Nevertheless she was placed in a cell
ibody authorized by the
life.
a
before
and
magistrate
later
brought
tradiction at the moment," may turn that it' was finally ratified by the
to pass them to cover the many smalcommon
,"Soon after beginning the use ot
more
states in 1789. Then amendments, who showed a little
and busi- out after all to be wrong.
I found, to my surprise, that
ler details of life, industry
Postum,
sense
than
the
police
And so it Is at frequent Intervals, covering ceotain: matters which had
ness. These necessarily vary wlrh
ot
irstead
tossing on a sleepless bed
woman.
that men arise with new discoveries been omitted by the convention, were lieutenant, and acquitted the
the long, dreary night I
changing circumstances.
through
the in politics and new theories of govern proposed at the first session of coninto a sound, dreamless Bleep
By a constitutional provision
Among the wealthy residents of dropped
be abolished, ment which are to abolish all evils gress by unanimous agreement and
itself
might
moment
the
my head touched the
legislature
man
named
L.
Lew,
I., is a
Mdneola,
mak- and usher in an economic
mlllenlum; immediately ratified by the states.
,'
PillOW. . .;
and an entirely different mode of
That was one 'hundred and twenty He is not a Jew or, at least affirms
would be a and they- demand their immediate
That
realized
that all
"Then
I
provided.
laws
suddenly
ing
be unde- adoption as the only proof of honesty years ago. Since that time the na- that he is not, and how his ancestors my nervousness had left me and my
very serious matter, not to
Old
that
to
ever, managed
acquire
which has fallen off before,
rtaken except for some ertraordinary and righteousness among men. They tion has grown great' and prosperous, Testament
would puzzle the appetite, once been restored so that
patronym
in
for
almost
folnot
example
history.
beyond
But
does
It
deliberaton,
are
sincera
often
all
at
had
with
great
reason and
mots erudite genealogist. Mr. Levy
a targe part of the people might not low, because they are so, or because The constitution thus ordained has was extremely anxious to change his I ate my food with a keen relish.
"All the nerovus dread has gone. I
wish to live in the state under the they call themselves reformers and been found equal to the emergencies name and
recently applied to the walk a mile and a half each way to
leg- progressives, that everybody else Is that arose, notwithstanding the enorThe
making.
of
law
method
new
mous changes in conditions of busi- county court for permission to change my work every day and enjoy it I
islature may pass a law fixing the wrong, and that the people must fall
at one session, right in and march under their ban- ness and life growing out of new dis- his name to Leigh. In his petition find an interest in everything that
punishment for larceny
the ners, in new and untried paths, with- coveries and inventions of which Its he made the serious blunder to give goes on about me that makes life a
and change it at the next; but
as the reason for his desire to take pleasure. All this I owe to leaving
would out
of
government
taking long and patient counsel, founders had no conception. And the
general scheme
another
would
name, that his name of Levy off tea and coffee and the use of PosI
make
Is, that in all
wish to
and people
with each other, and awaiting the re- point
go on just the same,
to believe him a Jew, tum, for I have taken no medicine."
caused
of
people
of
the
the
that
And
security
second
sober
people
the
of
period
long
sult
the
thought.
hot be alarmed for
will It Is the most Important function of United States have only found It "thus injuring him socially and gave Name given by Postum Co., Battle
brief,
in
This,
institutions.
their
the two a constitution, ordained by ourselves necessary to add to this constitution the petitioner a sound lecture. Ho Creek, Mich..
show how widely different
"There's T reason," and it is exbe In our calmer (moments, to Insure that but five short amendments,' mostly raid the fact that Levy was taken
should
they
why
things are, and
In
Should
a
for
him.
not
in the little book, "The Road
Jew
a
hurt
when
national
plained
our minds,
In these momentous affairs we shall, covering great
questions,
kept separate in
isolated1 cases it might make a to Wellville," in pkgs.
few
of
abolition
and
as
founsuch
the
with
the
slavery
before
very
meddling
dealing with this subject.
Ever read the above letter? A new
and solemn a dations of our government, first in- universal suffrage. . They were all difference n his treatemnt, but with
Equally Important
one
nation-wid- e
make
would
the
safeit
of
appears from time to time. They
a
as
majority
a
because
people
sober
second
abide
this
voke
public
adopted
and
by
thing ds a constitution to the people,
no difference. The fathers of the na- are genuine, true, and full of human
them.
demanded
Other
sentiment
thought
guard and protection
own hasty,
That is .why, my fellow citizens. It amendments have been advocated, tion founded the contsitution without interest
themselves against their
actions.
llloonsldered
has
heen tho universal policy of the but failed of adoption because they regard to race or creed, and to grant
passionate and
the
shown
by
federal
government and the several were not backed by such an impera- such a petition would be to recognize
thoroughly
fact
It is a
A Reliable
of states, with the exception of a few tive and universal demand; and the such a distinction.
lives
the
and
history of nations need protection
Remedy
recent experiments, to provide that Nation has gone on in its march to
that we often
mnro than from our their constitutions, when once adopt- - greatness just the same. This is
Cream Balm
Old
burial
in
A
church
of
the
yard
Ely's
from oiuw
honest fed, cannot be amended except under what the Fathers intended when they
it nuickly absorbed.
Trinity church attracted a large crowd
ni.. rcvery one of us,theif history
such restrictions as will make sure sough to found a permanent and of onlookers the other aftetrnoon, in Gin Relief at Once.
with himself, knows from
m.
cleanses, soothes,
is
this
that the proposed change represents stable government and therefore they addition to the small funeral party. It
that
of his own life
heals and
.
and repent at leisure. an unqualified and decisive public provided that it should not be chang- The ibody buried was that of Mrs. the diseasedprotects
memimpul-bed, except by a twothirds vote of Louis Grant Hampton, a member of brane resulting from
We raa led by our temporarythat pos- - opinion, expressed after ample time
three-fourthof the the Coutant family, and the remains Catarrh and driveB
for reflection. Therefore you will be congress and
the heated passions
away a Cold in the
comment states.
m
the
after
reading
weer nterred In the old Coutant vault Head quickly, lie-- II A V
surprised,
the
prejudice
us.
by
Bess
affairs, of such eminent constitutional autho
And I say again: Can the people which lies under the granolithic pave- stores the Senses of
HI PPM PR
to do things in our business
fellow-niTaste
and
50 eta., at DrugSmell.
Full
size
our
rities as Collier's Weekly, and the
ment of one of the wals facing Broadin our attitude towards
or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
gists
rela
New
dearest
Post
on
the
upon
in
Saturday Evening
(Continued
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way, near the main entrance to the Elv Brothers, 58 Warren Street, Kew York.
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SUFFRAGE

MISERY
All Relieved by Lydia E.

Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable Compound.

TOMORROW
VOTERS
OF CALIFORNIA WILL DECIDE QUESTION OF VOTES FOR WOMEN.

"For seven years I
Sikeston,Mo.
suffered everything.
I was In bed ,San Francisco, Oct 9. On the eve
ror four or hve days of tomorrow's
general election, folat a time every
month, and so weak lowing the close of one of tiia most
I could hardly walk. memorable campaigns In the history
I cramped and had of this state, the women of CailCumla
backache and head- are confident ot the
victory of their
ache, and was so cause
at the polls tomorrow. For
nervous and weak
that I dreaded to many months thoy have kept up ibo
see anyone or have agitation in favor f women's suffanyone move in the rage, and with remarktble
energy
room. The doctors
gave me medicine to and ability they have conducted their
ease me at those state wide campaign againtt big odds
times, and said that 1 ought to have an and despite the pow: il Influences
operation. I would not listen to that, which
the opposition orensht to bear
and when a friend of my husband told
him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- upon the campaign
Arcumoutallvo
table Compound and what it had done literature in favo of woman's
for his wife, I was willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and rage was scattered bronaiMst over
feel like it too. I can do my own house- the whole state of Calif 3"ila; suffwork, hoe my garden, and milk a cow. rage orators traveled Uon one end
I can entertain company and enjoy of the state to 'he other,
a4leestng
them. I can visit when I choose, ana
walk as far as any ordinary woman, meetings in tho inv.)t'i 'of the woany day in the month. I wish I could men's cause; the churches, women's
talktoeverysufferingwomanandgirl." .societies and even the school chilMrs. Dema IlETirrrjrE, Sikeston, Mo. dren were enlisted in
behalf of the
The most successful remedy in this
and.
country for the cure of all forms of momentous suffrage Question
female complaints is Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's nothing was neglected that seemed
Vegetable Compound.
to offer even the remotest promise of
It is mdre widely and successfully furthering
the cause of suffrage.
used than any other remedy. It has
cured thousands of women who have
Now, the exciting work of the cambeen troubled with displacements, in- paign is ended and both sides to the
flammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors,
are resting oa
irregularities, periodic pains, backache, great suffrage question
that bearing down feeling, indigestion, their guns, eagerly awaiting the deand nervous prostration, after all other cisive battle at the polls tomorrow,
means had failed. Why don't you try it' which will settle, once and for all,
whether the women of California
shall be the political equals of the
REDUCE FIRE WASTE.
Chicago, Oct. 9. The fortlath an- men or not The advocates of woniversary of the great Chicago fire man's suffrage, although admitting
was observed today not only in LhU that they shall have to contend
city and state, but In many other against a strong opposition, express
states of the Union, where the re- themselves confident of victory. They
spective vgovernors set aside She day believe that the strenuous work Of
under the appellation of "fire pre their campaign was by no means
ventlon day" to be observed in the wasted but that it caused the conmovement version of thousands of voters hereinterest of the inter-stat- e
ot reducing the enormous losses by tofore, prejudiced against woman's
fire sustained
annually throughout suffrage.
The woman's suffrage amendment
the country. In compliance with the
agreement reached by the governors to the constitution, it is true, is by
of various states at their conference far the most important of the 20 or
a short time ago, Governor Deneeo more constitutional amendments to
had issued a proclamation
letting be voted on at tomorrow's election.
aside the anniversary day of the but there are several among them
great fire as "fire prevention day,' which claim considerable attention
on the part of the voters. Although
and has asked the citizens to
ate in the interest ot the movement the other amendments have reoelvei
for the reduction of losses by fire. less consideration during the rant
Last year the property loss by Are .n campaign, 'some of them are really"
the United Spates was $234,470,650, of far more Important than the woman
which Illinois bore Its share ot about suffrage amendment Among them Is
$11,000,000. Between 1901 and 1910 an amendment which provides for
the percapita loss to every man, wo the initiative and the referendum in
man and child in the United States state legislation. Other amendments
was $2.71 for this fire waste, while provide for the recall of the electlre-in Europe the loss was only 33 cents officers of the state; for county charper head. In Germany the per capita ters and county home rule; for elim
loss was only 19 cents.
inating technical error as a grjunl
The special features of today's ob- for reversal in criminal cases; for
servance of the day were an exhibi- direct legislation; enlargement ot tho
tion arranged by the Chicago Histori powers of .the railroad commission;
cal ' society, to illustrate the great the abolition of justice' courts; for- Chicago fire In 1871 and the various the inclusion' of judges of the disthose-stat- e
phases of Chicago's civic develop- trict courts of appeals among
officers who may be impeached;
ment and a general cleaning up of
back yards, cellars,' attics and other providing for a divided session of
places where combustible material is the legislature municipal ownership
and for borough organization la
usually accumulated. '
chartered cities., The other amend
ments, about ten in number, are ' ot
WOMEN'S GOLF TITLE,?
minor
Importance and have been alBaltusrol, N, J, Oct 9. Tha eyes most
overlooked, as they
entirely
of all women 'who are interested not were
overshadowed by the muck
of
merely in golf but in any form
of the other Ques
outdoor athletics for women will be greater Importance
issue.
at
tions
turned during the present week upon
the links of the Baltusrol Golf club.
Here, beginning today and continuing
NO REASON FOR DOUBT.
throughout the week, will be held the
annual competitions for the women's
A Statement of Facts Backed
by a
championship of the United States
Strong Guarantee.
Golf association and it la safe to say
that never before has such desp and We guarantee complete relief to all
sufferers from constipation, or, la
widespread interest been manifested
in this great annual event, the every case where we fail, we will
the medicine free.
crowning contest of the season in supply
Rexall
Orderlies are a gentle, ef
An
ot
feminine
athletics.
field
the
fective, dependable, aid safe bowel
important factor in arousing in the
and tonic.
highest degree, popular interest in regulator, strengthener,
reestablish
nature's
this year's golf classics is the par Their aim to
functions In a quiet, easy way. They
ticipation of Miss Dorothy Camp!eli, do
not cause inconvenience, . griping,
acof Hamilton, Ont, at present
or
nausea.
They are so pleasant to
wo
knowledged to he the foremost
man golfer of the world. Miss Camp take and work so easily that .they
be taken by any .one at any
bell, Who already held the British Atmay
'
,rti.- -.L S.
uoy morouuiy iloife up,ina
to
came
this
country
championship,
system' to lieaithv aciivitv.
last fall and annexed the champion
iKelAli: 'trfderlles'kre ustirDassable
United
of
tbe
ship
StateoPojiJl
cislon to return this yea&nd; de ff 4d afidrdeaTlor Wuse or children';, old
her title has added reatlyjOjfheih folks, and delicate Der&ons. we
to all
terest in the presenjtourujmjjnt.r, 0;
sufferers "m any' tdrm:,of constlpa-ioYnh iWZtimUie eVfts:0' Three
GRAIN rfALEWSMESiyi-'osizes;8 idcr S5 and CTc.n'' Remember,
eGW.
-O- maha, Ne.
'(Ma&f RexairRfemedies in
8tatectu1i
grain proffuSflbfi
can be maa-"tte4ppaT'switn.boiK fifi? Reiati Stare.
Murphey.
rt
sumptioi flsofaeof :the big: questiois: 'jsacst pt; ,!!.;sr.yr'
to be cdistmsseti'iby .'the: members: trf
the Gram raJeTst ;Nationai--as30ciaco-op- er
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elevator
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mission, ; njeUii and .receivers jf rain
in nearly every part of the country.
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of New Mexico be so very far wrong
w hen
they thus partially, but to a less
degree, follow the example of the
United States government?
Why
Entered at the Postoffice at E&at should the people of New Mexico, at
MM Vesraa. New Mexico, for trnTnla.
ion through the United State Malls the behest of men In congress, who
have misrepresented
second class matter.
and, maligned
them, now want to undo that which
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
.
they have solemnly and deliberately
DAILY BY CARRIER
done? Least of all, why( should any
OS
Per Copy
republican, after his party has framed
One Week
IS this
constitution, taken the credit and
One Month
6S
,
One Year
7.60 responsibility for it, and procured its
ratification by the people, now voto
DAILY BY MAIL
On Year
6.00 to undo its work, and stultify its own
Sit Month
3.09 record, simply because! certain democratic politicians ask him to? Why
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
should we play the game for our poli
GROWER
or turn over to them
tical
On Tear
12. 00 our opponent
hand
let
and
them play it for us?
Six Month
1.1)0
That ia exactly what it means. If the
(Cash in Advance for Mail
blue ballot amendment is adopted, It
Subscription!.)
Remit by draft, check or money at once substitutes uncertainty for
order. If sent otherwise we will not stability in the fundamental matters
of our government, and it makes our
M responsible for lost.
Specimen copies free on application. constitution, which ought to be the
the sheet anchor of our prosperity, a
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
mere football of politics, to be booted
, THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
to and fro for the partisan advantage
PAID FOR.
of whatetver party happens to control
Advertisers are ' guaranteed the a temporary majority, or for the bene
ariowt dally and weekly circulation fit of special interests .seeking to gain
t
uy newspaper in Northeastern some business or local advtange.
Sen Mexico.
Read the proposed amendment for
yourselves and see what its practical
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1911.
effect would be. If adopted, then In
future any number , of amendments
may be proposed at one time. An en
tire new constitution may be propos
ed in the guise of amendments, which
no. voter without the opportunity for
conference and debate which a convention affords, can.possdbly vote up
on intelligently. And the state may
be in frequent "agitation with special
elections. For the amendments, under the new plan, may not only be
submitted at a general election, when

u

-

.

people take an. interest and will
generally go to the polls, but at spe

the

STATE

REPUBLICAN

r

TICKET

-

For Governor
HOLM O. BURSUM.

For Lieutenant

Governor

MARTINEZ.
For Secretary of State
SECUNDINO ROMERO.

MALAQUIAS

--

For State Auditor
W. G. SARGENT.

For State Treasurer
SILVESTRE MIRABAL.
For Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY.
For Superintendent of Public Instruction
ANDREW B. STROUP.
For Commissioner of Public Lands
ROBERT P. ERVTEN,
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
For Corporation Commissioners
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,

,

M. S. GROVES.

For Representatives
:

in Congress

GEORGE

CURRY,
ELFEGO BACA.

UPLIFTED CRUCIFIXES
LEAD LARGE ARMY
PRIESTS ARE TAKING AN ACTIVE
PART IN CAMPAIGN TO REPLACE

KING

MANUEL

cial elections at which nothing else
is voted upon. It Is well known that
people will not generally attend such
elections unless they have a special
Interest In doing so, and that even at
general elections a large part of the
voters often fail to vote on constitutional amendments.' To adopt the
amendments under this plan would
only require a majority of those ac
tually voting upon .them, so that it
might readily happen as it actually
did once in the state of New York,
that an important amendment to the
constitution was made by the vote of
only ten per cent of the Qualified vot
ers of the state. &JIt would thus be
perfectly posslblCJfor" some special,
local or sectional interest, by organiz
ed effort, to., puttrough an amend
ment i postiye injury to other sections, or which the1 great majority of
the people donoir wait, but are not
organized enough' 'tb"get out the votes
to defeat It.
No, my friends,. Jet-u- s
let well
enough alone. This is a good constitution. You have said so yourselves
by an overwhelming vote. It was made
by a convention of our. ablest and
most patrlbtlcifien, after learned and
elaborate debates, and with long and
earnest deliberation. , Let us take
time and giro it a'ialr trial. If it
needs amendment hereafter, we will
amend it fer ur :tow5i voluntary act,
and In th4;way we 'have" already pro
vided for that' purpose. If it proves in
sufficient; a' powerful and imperative
public opinion . will, so declare, and
whenever
.opinion so de
clares, amendment of the constitution
comes as a matter of course hy the
methods Which itself provides. Tn
the meantime, let. us quit amending
constitutions on the street corners
and go to work building up our state.
I have spoken' earnestly about this',
and perhaps have H.ried your patience
by too long a discussion of a dry sub
Ject But dry as it may be, there is
nothing more important for the vot
ers of New Mexico to think of today.
I ami only a private in the ranks, with
no political .aspirations or axes to
grind; but I feel deeply for the honor
and credit of the republican party,
and more deeply etill for the prosper
ity and welfare of, the new state. For
it is my home. My best years have
been spent in it, and i hope it may be
the home of my children after me.
What New Mexico needs more than
anything else now is' a few years of
quiet and irest from ; agitation; that
her resources may bet developed; that
outside capital and enterprise may
feel safe to come In; that the mer
chant may have Bale for his goods, and
the customer the means with which
to pay for them; that the farmer may
have a market for his crops, and the
laborer employment for the support
of his family; that the wheels of industry may move; and that with the
blessing of atatehood may come the
greater blessing of prosperous ' communities, and happy homes.
.
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,
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:
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Lisbon, Oct. 9. The royalists, after
their defeat at VInhaes, where they
lost fifty men, entrenched themselves
today ia the rough country and are
awaiting the arrival of another col
umn under Captain Cucierer. It is
reported that they have eight field
pieces and four Maxim guns.
A party of monarchists, commanded
by a priest, attacked an express train
which which was carrying troops to
the north, near Monsanto. They plac
ed an obstruction on the track, which
was discovered by the engineer, who
slopped his train when it waa within
SO yards of the pile of 'stones and
railroad ties. As the train halted It
was fired on. The troops drove oil
the royalists. '
Four hundred royalists attacked Ma-cedo de CavaUeires, which has been
reinforced, but withdrew after a fight
that continued for two hours.
Priests are taking an active part
in the organlaztion of guerilla bands
:and are leading them in the combat
with uplifted crucifixes. The monarch
ist flags are flying over the churches
.iit Castollo Blanco and Santa-Thyrz-

The trouble with a train of thought
run on
scheduled time.

is that It doesn't always

1
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The address of Mr. Claner waa a
logical appeal to the voters of New
Mexico to align the new state with

the republican party at the first
state election and to reiect the
amendment to the constitution vli.ch
is fashioned to make that document
easier to amend. Mr. Clancy's r.i
were supported by fats and be
presented them in a clear and pleas
ing manner.
Mr. Clancy said It would be nothing short of a calamity for the now
state to establish any other government than one presided over by tho
republican party. He spoke of the
fact that the presidential election
next year is likely to be a
one and that New Mexico's
electoral votes might be the means
of deciding it. Mr. Clano :ta.ietfd
that if the state goes democratic this
fall it is likely to do the same thiig
next year when it participates fo
the first time In the selection of a
president of the United States.
In the opinion of Mr. Clancy a naconducted by
tional administration
members of the democratic party
would be disastrous to the welfare

tle'

Las Vegas October;

erate rise at the opening and a sub
sequent decline, the market gradually
recovered its losses and established
itself at about even terms with Saturday's close. Reading did not recover with the general market. Its
weakness was associated with the approach of the supreme court hearing
United
of the anthracite ' cases.
States Steel was sold on the strength
of a report that the department of
Justice was at once lo file suit for
dissolution of the corporation, but
the stock received effective support
and made a dull recovery. Bonds
were easy.. Another spasm of weakness in Reading which sent It down
influenced selling' elsewhere
to 135
and the whole list returned to about
the low figures of the forenoon.
monthly
The Copper Producer's
statement showed an increase of
7,453,355 pounds in stocks on hand,
but an increase in foreign consumption of over 18,000,000 popnds.
Stocks of the southern railroads
continued to move up in resvonse
to the outlook for largely increaseof
reason
the
expected
tonnage by
bumper crop of cotton. Louisville &
Nashville was buoyant, arousing, talk
of an extra dividend. This stock
to 147; Atlantio
jumped to 4
and Illinois
Coast Line 4 to 127
The strength in this
Central 1
quarter had a sustaining influence on
the general market and prices elsewhere rallied slightly. Readlrs,
hung close to its low levol.
8

Low-eve-

Brevity is also the soul of a
-

Drying preparations simply develop dry catarrh ; they dry up tlw secretions,
which adhere to the membrane and decompose, causing a far more serious trouble
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
catarrh or cold in the head easily and
pleasantly. All druggists soil tua 50 cent
size. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street,
New York.
,
The Balm ia used without pain, does not
irritato or causo sneezing. It spreads itself
over an irritated and angry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation.
Ely's Cream Balm contains no cocaine,
mercury nor other harmful drugs.

5-6- -7

3 cents

Q.-ildrs-

GOOD PREMIUMS
UDdWJ

ft

Lots of Fun, 'Pr- in- rid
Pleasure for All

HUdO

-

1

1--

Pare on Railroad

5

eh.

rtrtr?ra

Join th Crowd.

Everyone is Coming.

Hoc-tri-

NEW ' YORK STOCK MARKET.
Oct. 9." Following a
New York,
brief period of fairly active trading.
movement of stocks during the morn-in- e
were unimportant After a mod

Adults 19 t enls

Admission:

of New Mexico.
He showed how the demoarMc
of free wool would ruin the
wool industry in New Mexico, an in-

pur-nose- s.

1

Armory

d

dustry, which, he said, was tha principal source of revenue for the new
state. Mr. Clancy mentioned the fact
that wool, under the administration
of President Cleveland, dropped as
low as five cents a pound. Much of
the time there was no market for
wool at that price, buyers being
afraid to advance even the price of
the freight on a shipment of wool
from New Mexico to Boston. Mr.
Clancv said the cheapest figure at
which wool can be produced here is
ten cents a pound. Thus the actual
cost of Droduing the 15,000,000 pounds
of wool which are clipped in the
state every year Is $1,500,000. Should
the nrlce again be dropped to five
cents a pound the wool Industry
would be ruined as it was in the
years from 1892 to 1896.
Mr. Clancv spoke againBt the eas
ier amendment of the constitution.
Ha asserted that the constitution of
the state as drawn by the recent con
stitutional convention and ratified by
the people, is easy enough of amendment for all safe and practical
He asserted further that
there are but three other state con
stitutions that are easier of amendment than that of New Mexico. Mr.
Clancp's remarks were turcofil Mid
full of sound reason. If given thor
ough publicity over the state they
should win many votes for the repub
lican ticket, as he made 'It clear
that the republican party is the party
whievh is working most faithfully for
the welfare of the new state.
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We Have

the

GERMAN-MILLE- D

FLOUR

the answer to

GooeJo

every Bakirvt Problem.

It's

Firer-Whit- er

and
GEHRING HARDWARE

More Urviforirx.
Made by LARABEES

COMPANY

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS.

-
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W
hours. When he recovered consciousDEMONSTRATION TRAIN ness, despite his frightful injuries, he
walked half a mile to a cabin, and a
mile
STOPS IN LAS VEGAS little later endured a sixty-fiv-e
wagon ride to this city.
Although
Dunn's marvelous vitality 13 given full
MOST UNIQUE TRAIN EVER RUN weight in consideration of his case,
It 1s said he cannot survive more
OVER ANY ROAD WILL SPEND
than two or three days more.
THE NIGHT HERE
At 5 o'clock this aftetrnoon the big
compound engine. No. 3009, drawing
the wonderful demonstration train of
the Santa Fe r&llroad was due to
come puffing Into thie Las VegaS station. This train, composed of two
engines and sixteen cars showing the
development of the road from 1881 up
to the present time, has been on the
road 'Since September 11, at which
time it left Topeka, Kan, Up to date
It has traveled over 7,000 miles, stopping at all points along the line of the
Santa Fe to visit the train. The train
is so constructed that visitors . can
pass through it from car to car, seeing
all of the exhibits of railroad equipment, that are on display.
The train left Albuquerque this
morning at 7 o'clock and has stopped
at various (points between here and
the Duke City. It has been met at
every stop by thousands of interested
visitors. It is of educational value
to the children as well as the grown
people, everything being explained or
shown in the simplest way possible.
The children especlallly have been at
the dtpots at all stops" to welcome
the big train. The train will be in
Las Vegas until" morrow morning, at
which time it will leave for northern
New Mexico and Colorado. According
to schedule, it will arrive at Watrous
at 8:10 o'clock stopping there ten
minutes, at Wagon Mound at 10 o'clock, departing for Springer at 10:20
o'clock where it Is due to stop for 15
minutes at 11:45 o'clock. The train
will arrive at French at 12:45 for a
Ave minutes' stop, Maxwell at 1:15
departing at 1:25 o'clock. It will
at Raton at 3:50 and will stop
for an hour. The train will arrive
at Trinidad at 6:50 a'oclock and will
tie up for the night. The engine pulling the train is the largest In the
world and was built in the shops at
Topeka. Every form of new and old
passenger coaches, sleeping cars, box
cars, flat cars, coal ears1 and cabooses
is shown and it is a' sight that no one
who has the opportunity should miss.
Visitors will be welcomed at the
train this evening.
,

ADVERTISED

ROGERS

SILVERWARE

COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Co.

Gross, Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

New Mexico State Fair
October 944,

f

.
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LETTER LIST

1911

Albuquerque, N. M.

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending October 6, 1911:
Mrs. Mary Aaher; Miss M. Benjamin; E. C. Campbell; D. C. Copley;
Aurella Orespin; J. Frank Echert;
Pedro A. Gardia y Gonzales; Harry
Halvorson; E. D. Hughes; Miss May
Harrison; Miss Estelle; Mrs. Honnle
I.owson; Moses Lefebre; Ira G.
Francisco Munoz; Miss
Ortega; Mrs. Ella Pappas;
Messrs. L. B. Payne and Son; Miss
Alma Roberts; Miss Fanny Remltz;
Leo P., Shumacher; Jose Aragon Tor-rePa-bli- ta

'

Tickets on sale October
1911, inclusive
with return limit October 16th, 19ll.
4,

Fare for the round trip S5.30
D. L. BATCH ELOR.

Agent

e
"

"

,

I

z.

If it may be termed a science

Letters and cards held for postage.
GJ1I Gas and Electrict Co., cfo
Noble St Plant; Lee Harrison, Newark; Tex.; Mlas Madge Kitchen, 512
8th St., Columbus, Ga.; The American
Sweneburg Printing and Pub. Society,
3 W 29th New York, N. T.
When calling for the above please
ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, P. M. ...
T. C.

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

The
Science of
Selling

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

Farms

You can generally read a woman
like a book if she is of the bold-fac- a

mast

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

type.

PREPARE FOR WINTER'S COLD BLASTS

ar-riv- e

We Are Showing Ihe Best lo Be Had

'".
BLANKETS

SUITS

UNDERWEAR

COMFORTS

COATS

SHOES

For the Whole Family
at

BURNS TO DEATH.
Steamboat Springs, Colo., Oct 9.
Wonderful vitality is shown hy Alex
MAN

Dunn, a pioneer of Three Forks county, Wyo.,1 who waa brought here today

with his arms burned to a crisp and
his shoulders nearly so.
Dunn, who was working on an irrigation ditch, and who is an epileptic,
became ill while drying his clothes
over a smoldering Are of
coals, and fell. Into the fire. It Is believed that he lay there two or three

In'

515-51- 7

Railroad
Aveoue

g

It
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store
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of Quality
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Oppos"e

1 Lastaneua
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Hotel

233
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LAS VEGAS DAIi.Y b?TIC, MO'.TAY,
.M&rtlu Delsado, one of the members
or the Greater Lag Vegas band, left

The man
weighing,

who does

the
the measuring

the man who knows how
nd why the man .on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill jour
'
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

yesterday afternoon for a short visit
in Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. A. Maes arrived yesterday from their home ia
Gonzales.
Mr. Maes Is assistant postmaster and a prominent merchant
He Is In Las Vegas on business.
Dr. F. E. Olney left yesterday, afternoon for Albuquerque where he will
attend the meeting of the dotanl board
of the state of New Mexico after
which he wiU visit the big state fair.
Herbert E. Fell, trainmaster at Raton, arrived yesterday aftetnoon to
Join Mrs. Fell and their baby, on a
short visit at the home of Mrs. Fell's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme."
Mrs. Marlon Littrell, sister-in-laof
Charlee Stevenson, arrived yesterday
afternoon from her home In Raton
and will spend several days visiting
at the Stevenson thome.

PERSONALS

Pfescripiionist

The

R. R. Bird was in Laa
Vegas yesterday from hlB home In El Paso on
business.
t. C. Huntzinger came la yesterday
afternoon from bis home in El laso
on business.
Dr. C. C. Ettling left
yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque to attend the
New Mexico state fair.
'
Miss Gertrude Hayward left yesterday afternoon
for Albuquerque
where she will attend the state fair.
Mrs. W. F.. White left) yesterday
for Wagon Mound on a visit of sot.
eral days with friends and relatives.
Mrs. D. W. Lee left this afternoon
fo Trinidad, Colo., where she will
spend a short time on a visit with
friends.
Colonel R. E. Twitcheil, went to
Albuquerque yesterday afternoon to
attend the sessdon of the district BURSUM WELCOMED
i
court.
S. H. Cover, proprietor of the Cover
MOUND
IN
hotel In Tucumcari was in Las Vegas
yesterday and today from his home on
a business trip.
CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR
ON
A. M. McCready, traveling
REPUBLICAN TICKET ADDRESengineer for this division of the Sauta
SES BIG MEETING
Fe, with headquarters at Raton, ar'
rived this afternoon.
That the people of Mora county are
J. S. Duncah took train No." f,last
no less enthusiastic in their support
night for California and will' be In of H-- O.
Bursum In his candidacy for
Loa Angelea and other
jqlties
of New Mexico than are
governor
tinie
some
for
relatives
visiting
their
in the county of San
neighbors
H. O. Bursum, after opening!! his
was demonstrated yesterday
Miguel
for
governor Saturday night
acnupaign
in Las Vegas, left yesterday for oth- when large number of residents of
er points on his trip. He went from Wagon Mound and the surrounding
Laa Vegas to Wagon Mound and San- country flocked to the new school
'
' building in that city to bid him weli
ta Rosa.
,
J. P. Van Houten of Shoemaker come. When Mr. Bursum etepped upwho had an exhibit of fine sheep at on the platform, Mrs. Maria Montoya,
on behalf of the Ladies Catholic sothe Las Vegas agricultural
fair,
him
shipped the herd to his ranch Sat- ciety of Wagon Mound, presented
of
flowers.
a
beautiful
with
bouqet
urday evening and returned home
Mr. Bursum made an excellent imyesterday.
upon the crowd, which interpression
Mrs. M. N. Kearney, after having
spent a year with her son, E. N. Kear- rupted him frequently by applause.
ney, on his ranch at Watrous, left His remarks were along the same
yesterday afternoon for Europe on a lines as the address dolivered by him
visit with her other son, who is vice in this city Saturday evening. Frank
'.V. Clancy,
Secundino Romero, Jose
consul at Antwerp, Germany.',
Miss Stephen Prager of Roswell, D. Sena and others also addressed
who has been t the guest of Miss tiie meeting. Mr. Bursum and Mr.
Helen Kelly for the past two weeks, Clancy, accompanied by Secundino
left this afternoon for Albuquerque Romero, Dr. M. F. Des Marais, Louis
where she will attend the state fa'r C. Iifeld, Lorenzo Delgado, Jose D.
after which she will leave for an ex- Sena and Charles W. G. Ward made
the trip to Wagon Mound yesterday
tended trip in the east.
Mrs. C. C. Robbins and daus'ivf, morning in automobiles.
Last 'night Messrs Bursum and
Miss Edna Robbins, left yesterday
afternoon for Los Angeles wheve Clancy addressed the voters of Colfax
they will visit Mrs.- - Webb, daughter county in Raton. This morning Charles
of Mrs. Robbins. Miss Robbins will A. Spiess, David J. Leahy, Charles W.
spend the winter in Los Angeles and G. Ward and others left for Santa
Rosa In automobiles. There they will
wil Istudy music under Professor
of that city.
join Messrs. Bursum and Clancy and
;,
GuadaMiss Helen Kelly will leave tomor- address a monster meeting of
citizens.
row afternoon on tn extetided trio lupe county
in the East after which, accompanying a party of friends and relatives
of Baltimore, Md., will take steamer WISCONSIN COVERED
ofr Panama. She will be joined In
Trinidad by her brother, tlan Kelly,
BY FLOODED STREAMS
who will also be a member of the
party for Panama,
V
Postmaster F. O. Blood went to Al MUCH DAMAGE IS BEING DONE
buquerque this afternoon to attend
TO FARMS AND LIVE STOCK
the meeting of the postmasters of the
IS PERISHING IN FLOOD.
state, which opens tomorrow. Mr,
'
'
chair
t
Blood will act as temporary
9.
man of the New Mexico Postmasters'
The flood
La Crosse, Wis., Oct
association. AH of the postmasters from the Hatfield dam Is sweeping
of New Mexico will be on hand and the country north of La Crosse and
all are enthusiastic over the pros- Is Increasing the height of the Mispects of the new association and the sissippi river here at the rate of one
first meeting should be a good one. Inch an hour. Considerable damage
The object of the association will b la reported to farm property in the
to promote everything that Is for the lowlands and there are some heavy
ne
good of the postal service in the
losses of stock. Railroad traffic Is
'
state.
,
,'
suspended.
Mr. and Mrs.! Charles K. Durbin and
son arrived yesterday afternoon from
If you are looking for results give
New York City. Mr. Durbin is secre- a man a good scare instead of adtary nf th Federal Traction company vice.
of New York City and la on' a tour of
H. C. Fitzke was arrested today by
inspection of Its plants throughout the
country. He stopped off In Las Vegas Chief of Police Ben Coles for drunkto visit the local plant. They left this enness, and when brought before
morning for points in the southern Judge Murray, pleaded guilty and
was fined ?5 and released.
part of the state.
,,v
,

CO.

Phone Main 3
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Rosenthal

'She

Furniture
Opposite Y.

Co.

M. C. A.

Overstocked on Axtninster

cot

Rugs

Hum

Si

v3i

mm

1

IV'

-

'.'.

We find on checking up our stock
of Rugs that we have bought more

'

than we can sell this season at a
profit You can always get beat quali
ties at The Rosenthal at 25 to 40
per cent less than any other store in
town.

for the $20.00 Smith's Gx9 feet
Axminster Rugs.
$1S.75 for the $25.50 Smith's SM feet
by 10 feet Axminster Rugs.
$19.85 for the heavy Axminster Rugs
worth from $25 to $30.
$21.50 for the, Seamless Smith's heavy
9x12 Axminster
Rugs, worth
from $30 to $35.
ALL OTHER RUGS AND NAVAJOS
AT 20 PER CENT OFF OR CASH.
$13.85

Good Only For One Week
Ending October 10th

New

One-piec-

Dresses

e

made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
all leading shades
Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and

Suits
Plain and Changeable
Messaline Satins in all
colors
Belding's Yard-wid- e
Guaranteed Satin

Street

Ready-to-we- ar

Hats

.

Come and see the new things
whether you wish to
buy or not

Hoffman &

Fll-mo-

'

L. G. Calhoun came into The Optic
office this morning with one of the
finest watermelons ever seen in the
city. It was raised on his dry farm,
a homestead of 160 acres on the Red
River, which is about 55 miles east of
Las Vegas. Mr. Calhoun has had great
success with all garden truck this
year as well as with grain and corn,
which he has .raised in Bmall quantities. He tried raising peanuts this
summer and met with great success
and will put in a large crop the comsucing season. Encouraged by the
in
will
he
summer
put
cess of this
and
t
next
expects
year
crops
larger
have one of the finest farms In this
Xart of the state. ,

COMMITTIMATROCITiES
INWHICH TWO
KILLED
AND
FIFTEEN
WERE
INJURED
WRECK

Mexico City, Oct 9. The band of
Zapatistas who yesterday dynamited
the "Bridge of Death" on the Inter-ocearailroad near Axochiapam, in
Puebla, today held up and robbed the
passenger train from Atenclngo, and,
by refusing to permit the trainmen to
go back and flag a freight that was
following the passenger caused a
wreck in which the fireman and a
train boy were killed and 15 passengers injured.
The passengers had been lined up
alongside the train and stripped of
their valuables when the freight train
thundered around, the curve and
crashed into the rear of the passenger train. There waa little time to
escape from the danger zone and
many were struck by bits of wood
and steel from the splintered coaches.
Among the injured were a British
citizen named McLaughlin and his
wife, of Puebla. The aZpatlstaa proceeded to rob the freight and Its crew,
Ceneral Huerta, who had been commanding the federals' pursuit of Zapata, arrived at the capital today for
a conference with President de La
Barra, He la one of those alleged by
General Madero to" be associated with
General Reyes in a new revolutionary
n

s
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?
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House
Chicago

.

ROBERT

Joliet, 111., Oct. 9. C. P. Rodgers,
the aviator, who 1b attempting to fly
from New York to San Francisco, left
here at 8:25 o'clock this morning. He
is being followed by a special train
over the Chicago & Alton railroad
and, expects to reach St Louis before
dark.

J. TAUPERT
OPTICIAN

Foley Kidney

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

!,:it'v Bring In Your

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES
.....

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Dsllvsry
1,000 lbs. to 200 lbs. Each Dellvary
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery
60 Iba. to 200 lbs
Less Than 60 Ibsv, Each Delivery

20a per 10f
25o per 100
tOo per 100
40o per 100
60o per 100

lbs.
lbs.
tba.
Iba.

lbs.

MM NY

'V

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

National

K C Baking1 Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
now come out of the oven
light, dainty and delicious. It fairly makes
you hungry to look at
them.

r

'

Fabric

,

.

.

Best Rubber Collar and Cuff
AM

'

Styles.
ALTMORE

R&Mi! PV
SIZES 12

Sizes I Its
I
Front

TO ItS IN.

FmntZXIn.' '

BAKING

v

if

Back

Distributors

X

I

IBXIh
In.

A In.

POWDER

Is the housewife's
best friend, lightening her burdens as
well as ' the food.
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
happy families and a con
tented housewife. Complies with all pure food laws,
both State and National;
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

;w;it

2

TODAY'S

lef. im TSto

Qptm'o

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

BASEBALL.

Cincinnatl, 0., Oct 8. Cincinnati
von the first game from St Louis.
Score.
JtH.E.
....2 7 3
St Louis
Cincinnati
..6 8 0

Capital Paid ia

Surplus

--

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

Subscribe for The Optic.

to

YOUR

By CAMPBELL B. CASAD

Company. Production. Electrical Effects, Stage Settings,
tumes ALL OF HIGH MERIT.

WIFE
Cos-

M. CUNNINGHAM,

J
rrrrxte
LAS VEGAS

i f

Pruldent
FRANK SPRINOER, Vic President

J.

:n

Interest Pa!

SongINFarce
Three Acts

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'
SONGS

you.

Famous

Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
Direct from
Whitney Opera

Let us explain the Hull Umbrella to

'

IN

t1

before.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas '

DAVE LEWIS

i
L,

buyerf an advantage never enjoyed

AGUA PUR A CO

THE INIMITABLE COHEDIAN
LAUGHING

Is driving the old style umbrellas out
of existence, because it costs no
' more than the old style and gives the

RODGERS REACHES ST. LOUIS,

Pills
Supply Just the ingredients needed to
build up, strengthen and restore the
plot
natural action of the kidneys and
bladder.
Specially prepared for
nervousness,
backache, headache,
Insurrecto Leader Killed
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
G.
O.
and urinary Irregularities.
San Diego, Calif., Oct. 9. Ramos Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Montar, who commanded a troop in
the insurrection in Lower California,
was decoyed to the boundary line yesLame back Is one of the moFt comterday and stabbed, then rushed mon forms of muscular rheumatism.
across into Mexico. There it is as- A few applications of Chamberlain's
Liniment will give relief. For sale
serted, he was at once slain.
by all druggists.

House. Wednesday Oct. 18th
DuncoaiED.Opera
W. ROWLAND and EDWIN CLIFFORD (Inc.) OFFERS

PURPOSES

Interchangeable Umbrella

JEWELER

"V

WRITTEN
FOR

The Hull Detachable and

Not only pleasant and refreshing to
tlie taste, but gently cleansing and sweetening to the system, Syrup of Figs and
.Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthening and effective laxative should be
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and
dispels colds, headaches and the pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
promptly and effectively that it is the one
perfect family laxative which gives satisfaction to all and is recommended by
millions of families who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its ex
cellence.
Its wonderful popularity, however, has
led unscrupulous dealers to offer imitations which act unsatisfactorily. Therefore, when buying, to get its beneficial
effects, always note the full name of the
California Fig Syrup Co.
Company
plainly printed on the front of every
package of the genuine Syrup of Figt
and Liixir of oenna.
For sale by all leading druggists. Price
50 cents per bottle.

.'

Graubarth
Phone Main 104

FIVE

5, 1911.

Particularly the Ladies.

ZAPATA'S FOKCES ARE

CAUSED

CCTCCER

Prices:
$1.50, $1.00

H0SKIN3.

CxhUr

Time Deposits

HOLD ON TO THE

DOLLARS
;. .
,

v

The Rule of Gold should not replace the Golden
Rule. Yet money is a power. It will rule. And
you might as well be apart of the 'government.

THE SAVING BANK
should be visited every Monday, so that pay day
does not find you waiting for the only money due
you in the world.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

50c

.

on its Journey

r

T9
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

CHOP

COITIONS

'
.FlftMT
I t k k W W llli
' v - . tns
V . IcBccnnm
Atlanta, Ga, Oct 9. The case ot
Charles W. Morse, the New York
financier, serving a 15 year sentence
in the federal penitentiary here, camo
up again today before the United
States circuit court of appeals in this
city. In the present proceeding it is
contended that Morse should h?.ve
been sentenced on but one count of
his indictment and that he should
have been sent to a New Yor Jail
instead ot to the penitentiary, where
hard work la required. Federal Judge
Newman ruled adversely on this con
tention some time ago, but an appeal
was taken.

RESUMFS
.
-

AEE

FAIRLY SATISFACTORY
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ISSUES ITS BULLETIN FOR
OCTOBER.

Washington.

Oct.

9.

The October

report of the departmeat of agricul
ture Issued today follows:
Corn, condition, 70.4; acre yield,

23.8.
Buckwheat, condition.
8L4:
Jacre yield, 19.6. Potatoes, condition,
V2.Z; acre yield, 79.7. Tobacco, con
ditlon, 80.5; acre yield, 801.1 pound3.
Flax, condition, 69.6; acre yield, 8.1
ponuds. Rice, condition, 85.4; acre

yield,

BRYCE LAYS CORNERSTONE.

Highman, Mass., Oct 9. Ambassa
dor Bryce today made the presentation of the old "Mounting Stone,"
which old Hingham, In England, has
sent as a gift to this town. The
mounting store, or horse block, stood
In the village square of Old Hing
ham for at least 700 years. Today it
was laid as the cornerstone of the
bell tower which Is to be built here
as a memorial to the first settlers of
Hingham.

32.0.

Apples, condition, 59.8
Spring wheat production 200,367,000;
acre yield. 9.7; quality, 79.8. Winter
IWbeat production,
All
455,149,000.
wneat production, 655,516,000; acre
yield, 12.6. Oata production, 873,641
O00: acre yield 24.8: Quality.
84 B
Barley production, 145,951,000; acre
pieia, zo.7; quality, 84.9. Rye pro
duction. 30,677,000; hay producUoii
6,969,000 tons.
' "
I
'
I
WATSON DISPERSAL SALE.
New York, Oct 9. Mai
sucw
horses of International celebrity are
listed to go under the hammor at the
dispersal sale of the stable of United
States Senator C. W. Wataoc, beginning at one of the local sales ntnUes
night Senator Watson's Btaole of
Igh stepping carriage hordes Is
on both sides of the At Lint ic,
avfng won prizes at the Ioudon
.hows as well as at the annual exhibitions In Madison Square Oarden.
Among the famous prize winners to
be sold are Ringing Bells, Kty drey,
and Nortna, three chestnut mares,
each standing 14.3 hands, representing the most perfect type of the high
class carriage horse. The prominence
of the horses to be dlspoaed nf 'las
led to marked interest in the occasion, and a number of well known
horsemen from various parts of the
country are here to attend the sale.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruees, N. M.
:
One gray horse, 7 or 8
years old, 750 lbs. ' ,
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to tms
Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
AQVER
ATES FOR CLASSIFIED
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
TISEMENTS
Albuquerque, N. M.
civt cents per line each Insertion
1st pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.
to
a
words
lx
letlmate
ordinary
Int. No ad to occupy less space than
Estray Advertisement
All advertisements charglinos.Notice la hereby given to whom It
ed will bo booked at space actually may concern that the'
following deestray animal was taken up by
it. without regard to number of scribed
words. Cash In advance preferred. P. J. Martinez, Piedra Lumbre, Bibo,

13he

Optic

To-wlt-

COLUMN

ro

-

N. M.

One red mare,
old, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet
To-wi- t:

Branded

uu ien

'

BRUNSWICK FOXHOUND TRIALS.
Barre, Mass., Oct. 9. Foxhound

Wanted

all-ag- e

fa-io-

TO RESUME

LORIMER

QUIZ.

men from all the country gathered
here today for the annual trials of the
Optle'a Number, Main 2.
Brunswick Foxhound club, one of the
foremost of the yearly events of the
kind to be held In the east. Following the Derby stakes to he run today
and tomorrow wLi come the
WANTED Woman for plain cooking
stakes, which will he started Wedand general housework. Apply
1117 Eighth street
nesday morning and continued until
the judges arrive at their decisions.
WANTED
Woman to do housework
DISASTROUS FLOODDS IN UTAH,
and some cooking, in small family.
,Montlcello. Utah, Oct 9. Floods in
Apply 1103 Eighth street
Southeastern Utah have caused almost complete suspension of traffic. WANTED Pay or board at start,
fjo mall service has been in operalearn trade, automobiles, electricity.
tion for two days and every bridge
plumbing, bricklaying
by actual
in San Juan county is reported
work on joba Only few months re
to
fruit
The
washed away.
damage
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
crops is heavy.
200 students last year.
Catalogue
Los
free.
United Trade School,
COTTON MILLS RESUME.
California
Angele3,
9.
After
Fall River, Mass., Oct
complete idleness for nine weeks and
running part time for several months
previous, the Fall River Iron Works
company, the Borden print cloth con- FOR SALE A heater in good condi
1105 Douglas, Phone Purple
tion.
cert, resumed operations In all of its
5222.
seven big mills today. The plant
gives employment to 5,000 operatives.
FOR SALE 100 good chlcksns, one
Horse play Isn't entirely restricted
milch cow and calf. John Craig,
to playing the races.
1901 N. Eighth St

d

Chicago, Oct 9. The members
the senate committee appolatel o
inquire into the election of Senator
Loritner of Illinois have roundel up
here preparatory to resuming their
investigation, which was broken off
is. the adjournment of congress i.hts
nimer. 'The committee expects to
'
down to work tomorrow morning.
'
court room of Judge Grosseup In
'
federal building will he used as
, f
place of hearing. The number
-'
"tnesses to be heard here ia much
s
;er than during the original
in Washington. Investigators
have scoured Illinois, Wisconsin and
(Michigan and have summoned scores
""fit persons" who are supposed to have
more or less personal knowledge of
some of the circumstances attending
the election of the Illinois senator.

For Sate

It

fJlJTa

STATE FAIR OPENS.
Richmond, Va., Oct 9. The annual
(Virginia fair opened today with a
.busy week In prospect The displays
this year bave been designed especially for value as instructive
agencies. State institutions and departments are well represented. The
exhibit ot horses and live stock are
very large and the displays Im tbo
agricultural and horticultural depart
meets are the best seen in years. The
program of harness racing, was in
augurated today and will continue
(through Friday.

expectant

Loot

,

',

U0TDEQ5
CO.. Atlanta. Go.

On Los Alamos road, an auto
mobile headlight
Finder please
leave at Whalen's garage and re-- '
ceive reward.

LOST
,

moth-

ers, which con
tains much valuable information.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR

Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
BATTLE 8A NTT ART BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.

Pills
Supply just the Ingredients needed to
build, up, strengthen and restore the
natural action of the kidneys and
bladder.
for
Specially prepared
backache, headache,
nervousness,
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
and urinary irregularities.
O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley

Foley's Kidney pills vs. a Hopeless
Case
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
had a severe case of kidney trouble
and could not work and my case
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
I have never been bothered since. I
always recommend it" O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Kidney

Lame back is one ot the most common forms of muscular rheumatism.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
One sorrel mare mule,
about 4 years old, about 15 hands
i.:.
high.
Branded
..
To-wl- t:

before Oct

21, 1911,

said date being

To-wl- t:

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuaueraue, N. M.
1st. pub. Sept 30, last , pub. Oct. 11, '11,
Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de-scnDeu estray animal waa taken up by
j .jj. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
One bay mare one year
old.
.Branded
To-wl- t:

On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thtv
Board, unless claimed bv ownar on nr
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after laat appearance of. this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
f
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
.

Estray Advertisement '
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M.
One chestnut horse, 6 yrs.
about 700 lbs., about 14 hands.
Branded
.
On left shoulder
v Branded
l
On left hip
Lr-J
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
,'",
CATTLE SANITARY. BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
.

t

To-wi- t:

LEWIS TAKES A BRIDE.
Lowell, Mass., Oct 9. The
of Miss Elenore Keane, of Hyde
Tai It, Mass., and George Ji. (Duff)
Ivpwis, left fielder of the Boston
American league baseball team, took
After a short stay
Tilaoe here today.
In Boston Mr. Lewis and his br'de
will r to California for the vluter.
wed-(flin-

g

WOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
cuickly into CKUUF, BKUNCHJTIS, or
n
PNEUMONIA which often means a
Keeo FOLEY'S HONEY
fatality.
VND TAR COMPOUND always in the
iouso and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

1

Bud-!e-

7
fO in' 2

SM

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that

he Is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo. County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.

Ucvici

I

u

eJcoine
WiKid,
of

f. it,

collector of wampum.

to

the

eacheTn

a

records
'

Meeia second aaS
fourth Tuesday evening of each
montb 3 O. R C. halt VUitlnj
Brothci s are cordially Invited. U
W.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler;
Condon, ciecreuirj

B. P. O. ELKS

D--

Reg-ania-

'day

CHAPTER
VEGAS
ROYAL, ARCH MASONS

L.A8

,

NO.

Brothers j.ordia:l
3,

F. McUuire,

.

Regular

invited

10

attend.

fresiatii; c.

(v;

convocation first Monday
in each month at
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Temple, at T:I0 p.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth)
H.
m. J. A, RuUedge.
Thursday in O. R. C. halt. Pioneer
P.; Chas. H- - 8porleder,
building. Visiting members are cor
dlally Invited. W. R Tipton, O.K.,
E. P. Mackei, F. S. RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E- 6. Meets first and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
days In Maaoaio Temple. Mrs.
their hall on Sixth street. All "tailAsnea If. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
ing brethren cordially invited to atThomas B. Bowen. Worthy Patron;
tend, Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
Mra. Minerva A, Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo.
Phone Main tSL 721 Fourth street
Secretary; W. E Crites, treasurer;
C-- V.
Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
NO
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERICA
Meet in tie forest 'l brotherly
every Monday eve
love
at the 'Fraternal Brotherhood
hall.
ning in Castle
on the second and fourth Frihall,
Vlattlng Knighta are
of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
day
Invited.
cordially
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitChaa. E. Liebeck
neighbors are especially welcome
ing
nler, Chancellor
and cordially invited.
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
DKNTISTS.
Ma-on- lo

Sworn to before me and subscribed FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO,
my presence, this 6th day of De
102 Meet every Monday 'night at
cember, A. D. 1886.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
west of Fountain Square, at eight
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intero'clock. Visiting members are cornally, and acts directly on the blood
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng. pre3l
and mucous surfaces of the system,
dent; Mr. Emma D. Burks, Secre
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
Sold Dy all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
pation.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesJames C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
day of the month in the vestry
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
career as a cowboy, and la at present
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
mayor of Omaha, and has the follow
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
Sheriff of Dawes Co.
Ing record;
Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron
retary.
two terms;' democratic national com
mltteeman, eight years; mayor of
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4. Red
Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candi
date for governor of Nebraska. Writ Men meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
ing to Foley and Co., Chicago, he Hall, A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney Flint, chief of recorda and collector
Pills and they have given me a great of wa mourn, visiting brothers al
deal of relief, so I cheerfully recom
ways welcome.
mend them." Yours truly,
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Don't trifle with a cold la good ad
Co.
vice for prudent men and women. It
may be vital in case of a child.
Take Your Common Colds Seriously There ia nothing better than Cham
Common colds,' severe and frequent berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs
colds in children. It la safe and
lay the foundation of chronic diseas- and
ed conditions of the nose and throat sure. For sale by all druggists.
and may develop Into ; bronchitis
For
pneumonia, and consumption.
all coughs and colds In children and
In grown persons, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound promptly. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co,

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suite

4,

DENTIST
,
Crockett Building. Has phones
al office and residence.

ATTOKNEYS
Chester A. Hunker
Hunker
HUNKLR A HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
New Mexico
Las Vegas

Geo.

H- -

MASSAGE
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife

Residence Phone.'.
...Main 30a
Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.

is

Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)

a great medicine of proven value

for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder aliments. It la especially recommended to elderly people for
Its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
qualities, and the permanent relief
O. G.
and comfort it gives them,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

.t

.A Medicine That Gives Confidence
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 622 Kansas
Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes: "For
number ot years my children have
been subject to coughs and colds. I
used Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and found that it cured their
coughs and colds,; so I kept it in the
house all the time." Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

t

"

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

LOCAL TIME CARD

ANT Ads
Are Best

WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

1:60 P.M.
6:15 A. M.
6:16 P. M.
:S5 P. M.

Market Finders

Depart
1:10 P.

No. 1
No.
No. 7
No.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. inj this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and'answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

M.

:20 A. M.
6:40 P. M.

7:00 P.

M.

EAST BOUND
Arrive
1:10 P.
P.

M.
M.
1:16 A. M.
1:45 P. M.

,..,.11:10
'

No.,10
No.

t

No. 4
No. I
No. 10

Depart
1:16 P. M.
11:20 P. M
1:26 A. M.
1:10 P. M.

'

Ward. Secretary.

In

No. S
Ne. 4
One yearling steer, 300 lbs., 3 feet. No. 8

Branded
On left ribs
Branded
On left hip
,
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless clalmel by owner on or

vv

LA8 VEGA 8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
'
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave second Tuee-V- ,
Id each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:10 p. m. C. D F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuea
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day evfcoiags eacu aioai.li. at Fra
corder.
tarnai UroUerhooU uaii. VisiUn

Said animal being unknown to til
loard, unleea claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad.
vertlsement said estray will be sold
y this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M,
1st. pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11

10

a aye after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11

To-wl-

otitis.

.

Kjwaye

w.'1j,-ad-i.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

To-wi-

left hip

trottif r

com-

A. M.

DHimOllY

BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &

A

Said animal being unknown to this State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Lucas County., ss.

A few applications of Chamberlain's
After exposure, and when you feel Liniment will give relief. For sale
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey by all druggists.
1st pub. Sept 30, last pub7 Oct. 11, '11.
I
COUNTERFEITERS CAPTURED.
and Tar Compound.
It checks and
'
The
Washington, Oct 9. After a, search relieves. Use no substitute.
Ettray Advertisement
fecross the continent and up Into Brit genuine in a yellow package always.
The average man has a bee in his
Is hereby given to whom It
O. G. Schaeter and Red Cross Drug
Notice
Psh Columbia, the secret service op- Co.
bonnet In fact, every bonnet has a may concern that the following deeratives today captured Albert Leon,
bee in it.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
& Russian political Tefugee, as he
Q. G. Wofford, Cloudcroft N. M.
teras about to leave New York for
THE
CHILDREN
One cow and calf, about
Bouth America, Leon is alleged to
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
g years old, 700 lbs., height 4 feet
fee the head of an extensive counter
- SAFE - RELIABLE
Branded
feiting gang which has flooded the QUICK
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
On left ribs
Pacific coast with ten dollar bank
Branded
noles during the last year.
FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
On left hip

FOR

CHAPMAN

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that, tne roiiowmg described estray animal waa taken ap by
L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M
One sorrel roan mare, 15
secretary.
years, 6o0 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
On

HANDLED

auwaiv

SOCIETY AND

To-wl-

For Rent

Is 'the duty of every expectant
mother to prepa.e hef 'svstem for the FOR RENT Modern flat. Inquire
Doll's store.
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
far as possible the Buffering of such
occasions, and endeavor to pass FOR RENT A rew modern five room
through the crisis with her health
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St
and strength unimpaired.
This she
do
use
of
the
Mother's
may through
Friend, a remedy that has been so FOR RENT Front bedroom or two
rooms for light house keeping. 800
long in use, and accomplished so
National Ave.
much good, that it is in no sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
always produces the best results. It FOR RENT Newly, furnished rooms
is for exemal application and so penwith bath In connection, in good
etrating in its nature as to thoroughly
private family. First class board
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tenin house If wished at very reasondon involved during the period before
able rates. M., care of Optic.
baby comes. It aid3 nature by ex
eod4w
the
skin
and
relieves
tissues,
panding
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
prepares the system for natural and
safe motherhood.
Mother's Friend
has been used and endorsed by thousands of mothers, and its use will
LOST Automobile mud chain. Finder
prove a comfort and a benefit to any
Phone Vegaa 34. Reward. woman in need of such a remedy.

GUARDSMEN MEET.
Buffalo, pet 9. Every phase of
war practice will be discussed by the
military experts of the regular army
and militia who bave assembled here
from all over the country for the annual meeting ot the National Guard
association of the United States. The
cessions will continue three days. A
delegation will be appointed to urge
upon congress the passage of the bill
providing for federal pay for both officers and enlisted men of the National Guard. The guests of honor at
the convention Include Major General
Leonard Wood, chief of staff, U. S.
A.;, Major General Frederick D. Grant Mothers rnena
commanding the Eastern division, is sold at drug
stores. Write for
and Governor John' A. Dlx.
free book for
NATIONAL

my

SHORT ORDER AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS UBTAlINABLi

THE

CAFE

AND

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is' hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. O'Donel, Bell Ranch, N. M.
One gelding, 9 years.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unlesa claimed by owner on or
before Oct 21, 1911, ald date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
years
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M
.One bay mare, about 20
years old. 600 lbs., 14 hands.
Branded
U
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to tnia
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all' de
unless claimed bv owner on
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- Board,
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
at
ords
The OpCa office.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement said estrav will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

.

ces-sin'-

8

before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
ays alter last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
y this Hoard for toe benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
St. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.

l

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have, Come to be the finders of the
'
best markets!

r
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a thin trickle of blood upon my I &rH3-ricision." He extenaea Cis hand im- and
.i .
.
,
.
.
1
pulsively. "1 know you to be a good leuipie, i saw k.aiau rusumg luwaru
so'dter and a true gentleman; I will me, his face filled with anxiety, and
I il
stand by you, Wayne, but I pledge this then Iirennan burled his yet smoking
"ft Ml
I
i
V
If be takes advantage treacherousderringer into the dirt at his feet with
ly, and you fall (as God forbid!) I will an oath.
"Damn It, Moorehouse," be roared,
face him myself; and when I do, there
will be no firing In the air."
1
fairly beside himself, "the charge was
lHlOVETSK5iarOF
I do not remember that we spoke, too heavy; It overshot."
"Are you much hurt?" panted Caton.
save once, while we passed out
GRAY. JACKET
"Merely pricked the skin."
through the orchard field where the
Then Brennan.8 angry voice rang
big tobacco shed stood. Not until we
. m h
turned the corner of the great ram- out once more.
--Author
V
.
V
shackle) building, which in other and . "I demand another Aot," he insistmora prosperous days had been dedi- ed loudly. "I demand it 1 tell you,
"WHENWILDERXESSmSKINC
SL,
cated to the curing of the leaf, did Moorehouse. This settles nothing, and
we perceive any signs of the presence I will not be balked just because you
of our antagonists. They were stand- don't know enough to load a gun."
Caton wheeled upon bim, his blue
ing upon the further side, directly opposite the door, and both bowed slight- eyes blazing dangerously."You demand a second shot?" be
ly as we approached. The Captain
SYNOPSIS.
' "I thank you," I replied, anxious to
came toward us slowly.
cried indignantly. "Are you not aware,
meet bim as pleasantly as possible,
"It is to be greatly regretted, gen- sir, that Captain Wayne fired in the
m
( CSAJPTCnj L The atory open
ant of th Cpnfderat army at a crUIoei "but I am eager to get away upon my
he said, with ceremonious po- air? It would be murder."
tlemen,"
Mac Of th Civil War. Oen. Lh duty as early as may be, and have
"Fired in the air!" he laughed, as
"that we have no surgeon
to Captain Wayn
liteness,
Impart
a
Ncnt
to Longatreet, upon th delivery merely Intruded upon you to explain
contestant
us.
neither
with
if
it was a most excellent joke. "Of
However,
mi whloh depend treat lasu. Accommy purpose."
For
a
moment
no
one
has
this
In
snoke.
course
he did, but it was because my
respect.
Brn.
any
advantage
an
old
by
Cralir,
Sergeant
arm?
panied
be Insisted. "Duty nan biting his mustache to
"Nonsense,"
Scout, Wayn ataru out M bl dangarou
keep back Lieutenant Caton, may I ask If the ar- ball disconcerted his aim. I fired a
Is never Quite so urgent as to require me
anlaalon.
words be durst not utter. Then rangements as already completed have second the first, but bis derringer was
a waste of good liquor. Captain Wayne, Caton turned
to me.
CHAPTBK It The Hp
proven satisfactory to your princi- covering me."
messenger
officers-Lieutenants
anaic
permit me to present my
a wftd ride, dodrlng aquad of
"It
will
you
Caton strode toward him, his face
retire to the library. pal
loa
finalalraaat
their beajtag and
Eeo-on- d
Warren
and
Starr,
Wayne, I will arrange this matter with
white with passion.
"Entirely so."
ly ar wtttaia th Una of th enemy, havNew
Hampshire
,"
Cavalry
ing penotTZWd the cordon of picket uo
whoever may represent Major Bren"Then If you will kindly step this
"Let him have it his way," I called
anoleated.
The constant haunting fear of the nan."
way a moment we will confer as to after him, for now my own blood was
' CHAPTER TVL
entrance at any moWith a slight formal bow' to those certain details."
Encountering a email Major's possible
up. "I shall not be fullty of such negof aoldlera In th darkness. Wayne ment rendered me extremely uneasy,
party
I quitted the room.
Brennan was leaning in negligent lect again."
1 taken tor a federal offloer who earn
present
to
be
and
anxious
away.
Undoubtedly
to kep an appointment, la aooepted aa
attitude against the side of the buildHe did not heed me, perhaps he did
file representative, and a roans' lady on this feeling exhibited Itself In my manCHAPTER XXXV.
ing, his eyes fastened upon the ground, not hear.
horseback la giran In bla ebargv-.ner, for Captain " Moorehouse said
the blue smoke of a cigar curled lazI
"Major Brennan," he said, facing
CHAPTER IV. The femal eompanlon finally:
The Last Resort of Gentlemen.
ily above his bead.- I glanced toward him, his voice trembling with feeling,
mi th tw southern aoouta la
northern : "I realize your natural anxiety to
X found
the library deserted, and him, and then sought to amuse myself "I tell you Captain Wayne purpose.
I. who, when aha become
aware or
ir array affiliation, alaahaa Wayn with be off. Captain Wayne, and while we paced the floor for fully half an hour watching the queer antics of a gray
ly shot in the air. He informed me
'
nainf wup ana attempt to eacap, should be very glad to keep you with before Caton appeared.
Stung as I squirrel on the fence rail beyond. I before coming upon the field that he
fall.
us Indefinitely, yet I trust you will had
been, by Brennan' s harsh, uncalled- felt no desire for further thought, only should do so. I positively refuse to
CHAPTOH Y--for
of th hone ir-n-g feel perfectly free In the matter."
words, I yet shrank from the an intense anxiety for them to hurry permit him to face your lire again",
out, Wayne order
"I thank you greatly," I answered, thought that I must
Craig to gt
now meet him in the preliminaries, and have the affair
to Long.,
Brennan's face biased: chagrin, an
Jhrough with th dUpatnha
t. H aw. My Lady of th North rising as I spoke. "My duty is of such deadly combat
was no fear of settled, as speedily as possible. I was ger, disappointment fairly infuriated
It
ar left r'
a
rook
t
core.
personal injury that troubled me: In aroused by Moorehouse's rather nasal him, and he seemed to lose all
l.
.
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deed I do not recall giving this the voice.
"h ConfMUrat offloer
some
is
"This
cowardly
th
thread Ve masea of
6nd wo
slightest consideration, for my mind
"Gentlemen, will you please take trick!" he roared, glaring about him
oorra t, lonely hut,
was altogether concentrated upon what your positions.
find ent
h dark a hug ma-- ..
Major Drennan, you as if seeking some one upon whom
tiff atta
such a meeting must necessarily mean will stand three paces to the right he could
girl shoot th brut
mm u .
vent his wrath. "Damn it
to Edith Brennan, and how It would of that snpling, faring directly south. I believe
my pistol was fixed to overCHAPTER VTI. The owner of th tw.
our
affect
future
walk
This Captain Wayne, kindly
relationship.
straight shoot in order to save that fellow. I
on Jed Bungay, appear and he and hi
was the thought that swayed and mas west from the shed dnor until you never missed such a shot before."
wife give th captain a weloome. Suddenly a party of honemen ar ober4
tered me. I had pledged myself to come opposite the Major's position."
Moorehouse broke in upon his ravcoining down th road.
avoid him, and Indeed had used every
I noted Brennnn throw away the
so astounded at these
ing,
means
CHAPTER Vm-Th- ey
to
led
a
ar
that end. The time stump of his clgiir. and then I walked ate words as to stutter in hisintemper
possible
man claiming to be Red Lowrle, bywho
speech.
was none too long, yet my mind once slowly forward until I reached the
order Mr. Bungay to give them food,
"Do-dto in sinuate, Mayou
and her husband to aot aa a guide. Th
settled as to my duty to point assigned ie. My heart was beatthoroughly
woman discover th man to be a dls- "that I have
her, became calm again, and confi ing fast new, for I fully realized the jor" Brennan," hehisbegan,
attack th Intruder and
mouth wide open,
he paused,
Eilsed laImpostor,
dent in the outcome.. When Caton probabilities of the ni xt few inlnutew,
a general melee.
toward the shed. Involuntar
entered, flushed and visibly excited und folt little doubt that serious In- - staring
CHAPTER IX The disguised leader
from what had evidently proven an ac- Jury, if not death, wes to be my por- ily we glanced In that direction also,
prove to be Major Brennan, a Federal
officer whom the Union girl recognize.
rimonious controversy, I greeted him tion. Yet iny trained nerves did not wondering what he saw. There, in
H order the arrest of Wayn
as a spy.
the open doorway, as in a frame.
frill me, and outwardly I appeared
with a smile.
Th girl protest and say ah will appeal
dressed
almost entirely in white, her
to General Sheridan.
"You appear to have experienced dif- fully as cool and deliberate as my op
face
ficulties in regard to details," I said ponent. Years of constant exposure to graceful .figure and fair young
CHAPTER X. Wayn held prisoner In
defined agalnBt the dark back
clearly
a oopse, see files of Confederates pass
In
form
me
had
a
peril
every
yielded
curiously.
the road at a distance and know that
stood Edith Brennan.
"There was much unnecessary talk," grim philosophy of f itallsm that now ground,
Craig ha delivered th message.
I
fctood me In liidst
Instead.
have
been
he
matters
"but
admitted,
CHAPTER XT-- Th
CHAPTER XXXVI.
captive is brought
at last arranged to the satisfaction of deed, I doubt not, hod I chosen to put
for General Sheridan who refuses
to
set him free unless he reve&U th seoret "t Brand You Here and Now aa Sneak all concerned. You are to meet at It to the test, my hand would have
and Liar; Now Will You Fight?"
The Last Good-by- .
message.
once, in th rear of the 'big tobacco proven the stendler of the two, for
no outward sign of
exhibited
She
CHAPTER XII. Captain Wayn 1 led a nature, and has already been so shed, a spot entirely removed from ob- Brennan's face was flushed, and he
as she left her position and
to understand that th
woman he admire
agitation
animosexhibited
the
intense
moservation. I have been compelled to plainly
U Edith Brennan, wife of th Federal oflong neglected that I feel every
slowly advanced toward us. Daintily
floer, who bate him, He is given th
ment of
delay to be a accept pistols as the weapons, as we ity with which he confronted me.
to keep them from
hole of revealing th JLee message or crime. Iunnecessary
wish you a pleasant return have nothing else here at all suitable
How peculiar the mind often op lifting her skirts
of being shot aa a spy.
under foot,
within your own lines, and an early for the purpose cavalry sabers being erates in such moments of exciting contact with the weeds
her eyes a
noised
her
head
proudly,
cessation of hostilities.
a
far too cumbersome. Lieutenant Starr suspense, i recall remarking
very bit disdainful of it all, she paused be
U rescued "
XITLWayne
I had shaken bands with them all, chances to possess two derringers ex Blight stoop In Brennan's shoulders
from hi prison by Jed Bungay. On of
them must get a quick report through the and turned toward khe door, congratu- actly alike, which we have mutually which I had never perceived before, fore Caton.
line to General La and Jed start on
"Lieutenant," she questioned in a
lating myself on escaping thus easily, agreed upon. I hope this is satisfac I remember wondering where Moore
th mission.
v
i
house had ever discovered a tailor to clear tone which seemed to command
when a new voice broke suddenly In tory to you, Wayne?"
CHAPTER XTV, Finding th garb of
"I am not precisely an expert, but give so shocking a fit to his coat ani an answer, "I have always found you
upon my
n absent officer of th union artillery,
"I trust Captain Wayne Is not in that does not greatly matter. Who acts finally I grew almost interested in an impartial friend. Will you kindly
Wayne penetrates to th ballroom, where
social army function is in progress.
two birds perched upon the limb of inform me as to the true meaning of
and pretends to be Cot Curran of Ohio. . tending to depart without at least a for Brennan?"
all this?
X even
word with me?"
"Captain Moorehouse, rather against a tree opposite where I stood.
He hesitated, hardly knowing what
CHAPTER XV. Th disguised scout I
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to
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had
Brennan.
entered his will, I think."
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myself
It
jest
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Introduced to a Mis Miner. Bh know
to reply, but ber imperious eyea were
th Curran family and Warn barely ca- unobserved from the second parlor.
well, Caton; I am perfectly the young officers bad made an hour
"Very
napes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
"Frankly," I responded, "I' hoped 1 satisfied, and am, Indeed, greatly before. Yet with it all X remained
appears on th socne.
might."
obliged to you; yet before we go out keenly observant and fully aware of
CHAPTER XVI. Mr. Brennan recog- "Have you forgotten, then, our com- I desire to speak a word or two with each movement made by the others on
She having been led to
Glaes Wayne.
pact, or do you simply elect to ig- the utmost frankness." I stood facing the field. I saw Caton accept the derthat he had been sent away, tears
of th treachery of Maj. Brennan and nore it?"
him, my hand resting lightly upon ringer banded him and test it careays ah will sav him.
I saw the others exchange quick the writing table, my eyes reading his fully, the long, slim, blue barrel lookglances of amazement, but I answered expressive face. 'As my second I wish ing deadly enough as he held it up beCHAPTER XIX. Bidding arr
th North adieu. Warn start" alona
you to comprehend fully my actions, tween me and the sky. Then Moorea wild dash for liberty. Eaoeuntering a, coolly:
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listen it' ujilfortn.
pian m
him toocnpny una.
nearly the truth, Major Brennan. I they are In any way unsatisfactory to fellow in bis grasp, and the Lieutenant
felt that after what we have just your mind you may feel at perfect lib- crossed over, and stood beside me,
CHAPTER XX. HI oonsaqW
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in
gut to t
through together we could erty to withhold your services. I am
passed
Bungay
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both afford to Ignore the past, and now, and always have been, opposed side, "and I sincerely hope you
M Oonfidirai aaccci
consequently was hoping to escape to dueling; I believe it wrong in prin- have changed your decision. There Is
without again encountering you."
ciple, and a travesty upon justice; but no mercy la Brennan's eyes."
It
is a custom of the South, a requiresarcastic"8o I notice," I answered, taking
he
"Indeed!"
exclaimed,
and
tram
CPTERlCXI.-Captalment among officers of our army, and the derringer from him, and examining
krclfVhX caaep la ally. "But I might have expected
it Gentlemen," and be turned to- after what has just occurred between it with some curiosity, "but I shall do
MJthfnl
ward the expectant group, "this man Major Brennan and myself I cannot aa I said, nevertheless. It Is not any
and I have a personal grievance of honorably refuse any longer to go out sentiment of mercy I (eel which spares
I have Major Brennan has deliberately placed
him, but a duty that appeals to me
long standing unsettled.
t,t fiheaal
iu vrwiM
sought him for months in vain. When me In a position where I cannot avoid even more strongly than hate."
tmStmt 1 lost
he came last night to our assistance, meeting him without losing all stand
"By Heaven, I wish it were other
a- lis wounded
TnrrtJ-WrVftfnre ST?1! consented to accept bis ing in my corps. I sought to wcaje, wise."
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ese words; you surely know me
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K is refused I them to cowardice. I
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closed upon It with warm, mentuy ment bv means of the code.
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I
snail His coat was buttoned to the throat,
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'One
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lacier
anxiously,' "surely Captain Wayne
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U
fowuntfJbftua wlf w disrupted
at his side, bis gaze never wavering wounded?"Captain
lerved'you well. Is this trouble be- face a perfect picture of amazement.
.
Cora and
lugiuv.
"are
you from me. I knew be was coolly, de
tween you so serious that no amends "But, Wayne," he stammered,
I was not aware until that moment
'
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aware that Major Brennan is an ex liberately measuring the distance befVItiTha Cct4erat are possible?"
..
she had even so much as noticed
that
Minor
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deadly purpose
personal
"None, short
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realize
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Sixth Corps trophy?
ing." f
any murderer. The almost painful
"Vonr allehOv. madam.
"Captain," and the perplexed fed that he goes out deliberately intending stillness was broken by Caton, ana 1
"His opponent escaped uninjured?eral oouimander turned toward me. to klU your
marked the tremor in his voice.
to.
uneasily
Caton bowed, glanced
Pj"
I was not posted as to the first fact
"Are you both ready, gentlemen?
Tfct.ro.
him. "have you any word of explanation in
ward me. and then blurted lortn im-you mention, but have never enter
this unfortunate affair 7"
"I am," said Brennan.
oulsively: "Captain Wayne fired in,
farrlnas ar-- "Very little," I answered. "I am tained the slightest doubt aa to the
'rHAPTEB CXlES-e"Ready," I replied.
ir. madam."
t w&ra sna wis
rlv
not even aware that I have done in other. However, they do not in the
"The word win be one, two, three- lames.
not
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Yet
I
decision.
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affect
my
least
tne
to
nous.Major Brennan, purposely
fire; with a slight pause alter
jury
baalexe lto't
otherwise. He has not so much as desire you to suppose that I am at all three. A report from either pistol ne- (To be Continued!
a
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there
personal fnra tha final word Is spoken I shall
honored me with Information as to his oulxotio Itf this
-L
cause of ocmplaint. However, I care reason why I am penecuy wimni to take personally. Be prepared now
houae and form a coi.".,.
.
Injure Major
flh it th guarrllla
very little what It may be. Aa he risk my life rather than
"Ready!" said the voice one more; ' '
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XXXI. Wayne meets Edith has seen fit to denounce me be Brennan."
as I saw Brennan's arm slowly
and
me
Intent
studied
for her friendly
grat-r- ul
Boston, Oct 9j The sinking of an
His troubled eyes
fore officers f my own corps, I should
I lifted mine also, and covered
face suddenly bright rise,
British Barkentine, said to
his
wonthen
meet
and
him
unknown
to
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upon
in
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extremely
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him, noting,
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what
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thought.
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nerve
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Th
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'THAPTER XXXlt and
I he asked, placing his hand upon my and wrist I held the slender gauge the entrance to the Bay of Bindy, on
together,
through
passed
aa
th
Just
mansion
th
i.iklnto
Slides ar
about to triumph, Edith felt Teady to blot out these past dif arm familiarly, "Is It Mrs. Brennan 7" just beneath the visor of his cap. De- September 30, with all on board, was
'JSonoA th. arrival of a .oulng party ferences.
For an instant I hesitated, but his liberately, as though he dreaded the
Whatever they may have
reported today by Captain Goodwin
oX tun cow.
been, ther are not liable to occur manly honest countenance reassured necessity, Caton counted:
the fishing schooner Good Luck.
me. "Between us only, it is," I an
leaves the again, "nor we to meet"
ne
"One: two: three fire!"
rWAPTER XXXVT.-Wnyv..
aAiea with Edith.
not
the
"but
slightest
,
....-vstriklace airer v n.M.Pl 1R 11UUO III
"They have occurred again since yon swered eravely;
My pistol exploded, the charge
..V
th close of
have been in this house!" Brennan blame attaches to ber."
the limb above him, and I stag
AKa,.J".
ing
Will
Why is it that a W can always
he
"T An not wholly understand,"
broke forth excitedly. "You are not a
backward, my hat torn from my And the hole In a screen from the
gered
do
not
doubt
I
you
now
said
and
at
"yet
here
&rand
last,
but
hair
you
I
coward,
head, a white line cut through my
outside, but never from! the Inside?
may h nerfectly right in your de- (Cont!zta from Yesterday)
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aa a sneak ana liar! Now win you
fight?"
We stood for a moment in utter silence, eye to eye, and I knew there
was no help for It. These
words, publicly spoken, left me no choice.
"I am at your service. Major Brennan." I returned sternly, "now or at
any time. But I am unfortunate here
in having no officer of my army present, and hence can name no second."
"Doubtless one of these gentlemen
will consent to serve," he said, nil
face brightening at my rejoinder.
Some one hastily pushed a way to
the front, and Lieutenant Caton, pale
but determined, stood at my shoulder.
"It will afTord me pleasure to-- act
for Captain Wayne," he said
"If be will accept my services. clearly,
More-over- "
he added, with a significant
glance at Brennan. "I do this at a
friend, and with full confidence that I
am upon the right side In the quar-rel.- "
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To the Busy Housekeeper
A Better Laundry iron for you
is

v

The ASBESTOS
Highly Finished and

'

it.

j 1,J

,

,

J

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

Try a dram
at the Opera

:

IRON

are the latest

Iron, including

1

of Old Taylor bourbon
Bar.

Joe Danziger, who was operated upon last .week, is reported as getting

We Are Ready

Mrs. Ollle Shearer, masseure and
nridwife.
Phone, purple 5291; residence 918 Lincoln. Manicuring and
chiropody.

Automatic: Hood

For the Cold Spell. Are You?
Stoveboards,
See our line of Heaters, Stove-pipetc.
Coal Buckets,

minutes walk or ride may save you

A 5

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
N. B. These Laundry Iron Sets will also be exchanged for premium tickets.
i

ii

t
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FAIR

AGRICULTURAL

COALACJD WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WAH

SUCCESS

(Continued From Page One)
David Jones, who was arrested
Saturday on the charge of drunken100 yard foot race First E. Monness, was released upon payment of toya, winner of pair gloves donated
a fine of $10 today.
by Joe Taichert Second, Joe Mumhy
winner of 12 tickets to Bridge Street
City Clerk Charles Tamme who has picture show.
been seriously 111 for several days,
Pony race. First, Salamon Galle-go- ,
was operated upon yesterday morning
winner of merchandise donated by
with success. His condition is
the Lobby. Second, F. Baca winner
of $1 barber work, donated by Naglfl
& Buhler.
The Ladies' League of the First
Foot race First, E. Montoya winPresbyterian church will hold Its reg ner of merchandise donated by The
ular monthly meeting tomorrow af- Annex.
ternoon at the home of Mrs. M. R.
Pony race First, Secundlno Val
Williams, 1011 Sixth street
dez, winner of watch donated by Tau-per-

Anthracite

Steam Coal

CoaL all sizes

tootmtM.ln

Wm

Jeweler.

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C ON D ON

ESTABLISHED

18

7 ft

The

First National Bnk
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAVNOI rw. p,,a-ED'RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier.

t,

The B'nai B'Rlth lodge will hold
its regular monthly meeting this even-i- n
gin Temple ' ontefiore. Business
of importance will be transacted by
the lodge and it is expected a large
number of the members will he

.

Within the next few days R. L. Wil
son will open a boxball alley in the
building formerly occupied by Thorn- hill, the florist, on Sixth street. Mr.
Wilson said this morning that his al
leys had been shipped from the fac
tory and will be here In a few days.
As soon as he can put them in place
he will open his doors to the puhlio
To start with he will have two alleys
and he says that if the people take to
the game he will install a two box- ball ten pin alleys. Bowling is a
healthy sport and full of fun and
should be popular with the people ot
Las Vegas. Plans for the winter in
the bowling line will be announced
Inter. It is said that business men
will organize
a If rue .' ...Pw"n
leagues are a success in many places,
NOTICE

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

.

Our Pride Flour

TO OUR PATRONS.

Some unreliable person has been
soliciting business in our name, and
we have had several complaints about
work, we have never received. We
have no solicitor, but any call given
via phone Main 35, or goods deliv
ered at 523 Sixth street, will receive
piompt and careful attention.
The Parisian Cleaners.

Tug of war, ten- - en a side First,
Mesa boys, winners of box of cigars
donated by T. Long. Second, Mesa
boys, winners of 12 tickets to Bridga
Street Picture show.
Bicycle race First M. Sena, winner of bicycle repairs by H. C.
Second, S. Montoya, winner
Young.
of box of candy.
Foot race First, A. Gonzales, win
ner of 12 tickets to Photoplay. '
Foot race First, M. Montoya, win
ner of electric curling iron, donated
by Chas. O'Malley. Second Vicente
Rordiguez, winner of one pair lady's
gloves.

First, Maloof wlnn-?.- '
Pony race
of pair of driving gloves, donated by
C V. Hedkcock. Second, F. Valdez.
winner of bottle of perfume.
Pony race First, Solamon Gallegos
winner of 12 tickets to Bridge street
picture show.
Wrestling match, First, William
Tellier, winner of shaving mirror, donated by Ike Davis, and of $5 In merchandise donated by B. F. McGulre,
xiw., 'losio
to entries."' prize used
for wrestling match.
Riding bucking bull Won by "Red"
,

Gallegos.

$10

cash.

Fair Association Grateful.
On behalf of the management of
the Fair association I wish to take
this means of thanking all of those
who have contributed
toward tha
success of the fair just closed, either
by their money or personal efforts.
Many of the business houses not
only contributed very liberally but
in addition made t displays at the
armory which added to the appear--

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course. '

Chop

A Good

Bran

Shorts
A good

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

i

F

i

beginning

in your

week's housework, is to get
your soiled linen out of the.

e

20 Pounds

Roller Mills

for

Phone Main 131

$1.00

.

STEARNS
GROCER.

away with "Blue Monday," and
your whole week's work will be
made easier.
A

phone

call

our

brings

''

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

Has on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums. Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

81

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green cllli, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A fall line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.
.

You're overlooking somethling good if you don't plant some of
those winter onion sets. Now 1s the time. Almost all gone.'

'

Line Selling System
Direct From Factory to Wearer
This method gives the customer all the new lasts in
3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers setting
the rtsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish- - the same
thing. We will gladly show you the line

GREENBERGER
"A SQUARE DEAL"

but we can

put you . onto
the right way to sell goods,

I

by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

'

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
'MaGtSiorBIg Window Sale
This Time It Is a

cent and 75 cent Sate

15

The Dawson baii team, strengthen-

of

ed by a number of Raton and Trinidad

players, passed through Las Vegas
this afternoon on its way to the state
fair at Albuquerque where It will compete in the baseball contest between
teams from all parts of the southwest.
With such men at Tommy Lochard,
of Trinidad, Caldwell of Raton, Owens
and Bill Burns, both of Trinidad, be
sides the best of the team from Dawson, the chances for the Miners pulling
down first money look good.

Max Nordhaus, manager for the
Charles Ilfeld company, is back at his
desk in the offices of that enterprising firm. Mr. Nordhaus has spent a
month at his summer home at Trout
Springs recuperating from the effects
of an operation for appendictls. His
friends are glad to learn that he has
completely recovered hid health.

First Grade Guaranteed Bine
Turquoise Enamel Ware
Articles worth 25 cents to 50 cents go for 15 cents
Articles worth $1.00 to $1.50 go for 75 cents

You Will Lose If You Miss These Bargains

J. G. JotiNSEN & BON
THE

PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

"Birdmen'V
N

Try
a
Sack
of

Phone Maw 462

Sold By

.

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

The Regal People Use the Straight

The annual election of officers and
directors of the Commercial club of
Greater Las Vegas will be held to
morrow night at a meeting at which
plans for the work of the coming year
will be outlined. In the past year the
Commercial club has accomplished
of
much that is highly deserving
praise. In the future with the advent
of statehood it expects to outdo its
past records. It is to this end will
be pledged the new officers and direc
tors. With the fine crops of the past
season to back their assertions they
will be able to put forth strong arguments for the Meadow City and the
mesa. The business of the city will
Increase If the plans of the club prevail. Tha$ Las Vegas has the best
o.llinatat 4n $fca etato no oua will tlen.f. '
That Sne crops can be raised on the
mesa by dry farming method? -- hps!
been proven by the recent agi.! ultur-a-l
fair, and all of these things will be
the basis of the plans of the club
for boosting the town.

Empress
Flour
2 quarts for 25c

;

'

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

.of
"

'

international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13. . .

$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:1a Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
"
Special rates on all railroads.
saact Earth, Pres.
John B. McManus, Secy4Ingr.

'

617 Douglas

SAY
In Vegetables

than ever before.

Our New Fall Line of Kegal Shoes, complete in every
detail, is now hereiWe are better prepared to please you

President

way, the quickest and most satisfactory way, la to have us
come and get it, this will do

?

I H.

fc'

y

We have all the New Fall Styles.

.

wagon.

The Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

'

-

ance of the building and the success
the fair.
All ot the officers and committees
served without compensation and a
number of the ladies put in a great
deal of time making their department
one of the most attractive features
of the exhibit.
I feel personally indebted to the
other officers for the Interest which
they took on account of the fact that
I was absent from the city during
several weeks of the time when prepcararations for the fair were-beinried on and in consequence the other
officers were compelled to assume
the entire burden during that time.
A full list of contributors with statement of receipts and expenditures
will he prepared and published as
soon as possible and it Is to he
hoped that the people of this com
munity will not fail to continue this
very important work but that in the
future preparations will be begun
much earlier and that everyone will
lend a hand in the promotion and
carrying out of the enterprise.
GEORGE A. FLEMING,
of

:

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrllhts

I

Bridge

.

.

$5.00-

Ilfeld
Ludwig Wm.
Street

,

Aak to Seo Them

At SHOES"

e,

The Ladies' guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church will meet tomorrow with Mrs. E. B. Shaw at her
home on the Plaza.

$2.50

EG

i

along as well aa can be expected.

They are equipped with a patent hood, lined with
ASBESTOS, and all heat is retained at the bottomf of the Iron
when in use.
Price per set of 3
and holder and 1 Stand

LOCAL NEWS j

C. D. BOUCHER

350

For S aJe
Rams
Head of Ramboutllet

and Delaine Merino Rams

These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and
by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We
have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
tbisiall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemaker,

N. M.

(The Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE

